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The Custom House Connector Structure

As the plans for the redevelopment of the Custom House were elaborated by the Boston

Redevelopment Authority and its designated developer, the Beal Companies, it became

evident that the addition of an adjacent building, 131 State Street (also known as the

Board of Trade Building) was necessary to ensure the feasibility of the project.

The inclusion of 131 State Street benefits the project in several ways. First, the number of

hotel rooms is substantially increased. Approximately 104 rooms can be accommodated

in the Custom House, and approximately 236 can be accommodated in the Board of

Trade Building (including a three-story rooftop addition), producing a total room count

of 340. This number of rooms is much more attractive to prospective hotel operators as

it allows for increased efficiency of operations and allows the fixed expenses related to

opening and running a hotel to be amortized over a greater number of rooms.

Additionally, the Board of Trade Building provides additional space for restaurants, bars,

meeting rooms, and for the utilitarian back-of-the-house functions any luxury hotel

requires, such as kitchens, storage space, HVAC equipment, employee spaces, trash

storage and loading docks. The Custom House alone simply does not have enough

usable space to accommodate all these functions and, if developed alone, would be

seriously hampered by insufficient space. Finally, including the Board of Trade Building

in the project lowers the average total development cost per room, which is a key

variable in the feasibility of the project.

Once the Board of Trade Building is included in the project, a physical connection

between the two buildings had to be devised. The BRA and the developers first





considered an underground connection as most appropriate to connect two historic

buildings. However, upon closer scrutiny, it became apparent that although an

underground connection is feasible (and indeed is still part of the proposal), it cannot,

because of physical limitations imposed by the Custom House's massive foundation

structures, be of dimensions appropriate for the use by guests of a luxury hotel.

In addition, high-speed elevator service in the Custom House does not reach the

basement level of the Custom House nor can it be modified to do so because of the

foundation structure. Therefore an underground connector would force hotel guests to

use a hydraulic shuttle elevator from the basement to the ground floor to pick up the

high-speed elevator. The delay and confusion such a circuitous route would impose on

hotel guests makes this an unacceptable configuration for a hotel operator.

Once it became apparent that an underground connector was not acceptable to the hotel

operator, the BRA and the developer proceeded to thoroughly explore alternatives to

connect to the two buildings at grade or above grade in a process which involved the

preservation agencies with jurisdiction at the local and state level, the Boston Landmarks

Commission (BLC) and the Massachusetts Historical Commission (MHO, respectively, as

well as preservation interest groups and the interested members of the public.

The Connector Designs Alternatives Report, dated May 1, 1991 is attached as Exhibit A

and details each alternative which was studied including plans and photographs of

models for each alternative. Alternatives which involve the construction of an at-grade

structure between the two buildings were discarded because the Boston Transportation

Department will not permit the closure of India Street.
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The connecter structure alternatives were reviewed by the BLC, the MHC, the Advisory

Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP), the Boston Civic Design Commission (BCDC),

and the Boston Preservation Alliance (BPA). A meeting log is attached as Exhibit B

which lists the dates for meetings with each of these groups.

Boston Landmarks Commission Review and Approval

The Boston Landmarks Commission took two votes regarding the Custom House

connector structure. On March 12, 199L the BLC voted to encourage the redevelopment

of the Custom House and the Board of Trade Building and to offer specific design

comments, including comments on the connector structure. Both the vote and comments

are contained in a letter to the Beal Companies dated March 22, 1991, which is attached

as Exhibit C.

On July 11, 1991, the Beal Companies submitted a formal application for a Certificate of

Design Approval to the BLC for the redevelopment of the Custom House.

The application is attached as Exhibit D.

In considering its decision, the BLC commissioned a report from an independent

. structural engineer, Weidlinger Associates of Cambridge, MA, to evaluate the elevator

issue as it drives the need for an above-grade connector. The conclusions of the engineer

are contained in a letter to the BLC dated September 9, 1991, which letter is attached as

Exhibit E.

On September 24, 1991, the BLC voted to grant Conceptual Design Approval to the
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Custom House project in response to the formal application filed by the Beal Companies.

The Notice of Decision was sent to the Beal Companies on September 25, 1991 and is

attached as Exhibit F.

As supplemental information, meeting minutes from the meetings of full BLC (as

opposed to staff meetings) are attached as Exhibit G. Meetings of the full BLC are open

to the public and notice of these meetings are publicly posted in advance under the

BLC's regulations. The BLC's public hearings are the principal local, public forum

whc-eby individuals and organizations interested in preservation issues and projects can

participate in the review process for preservation projects and let their opinions be

known.

Massachusetts Historical Commission Review and Approval

The Executive Director of the MHC also serves as the State Historic Preservation Officer

(SHPO). MHC has been involved with the Custom House since the GSA's disposition.

Several meetings were held with the MHC regarding the connector structure as detailed

in the meeting log. The MHC does not hold public hearings. The MHC's position

during the review process was one of deferring to the local preservation agency, the

BLC. Subsequent to the BLC's vote, the MHC issued two letters regarding the connector

structure, both of which are attached as Exhibit H. The MHC's letter of October 12, 1^1

states that the MHC concurs with the BLC vote. The subsequent November 19, 1992

letter reaffirms the MHC's position regarding the connector structure.





Boston Civic Design Commission Review and Approval

The Boston Civic Design Commission (BCDC) is a review body of local design

professionals appointed by the Mayor of Boston. The BCDC reviews the design of

projects of civic importance to the City and makes recommendations to the BRA.

The BCDC's meetings are publicly advertised and are open to interested members of the

public. The BCEXZ held two meetings of the full BCDC to review this project, as well as

four meetings of its design review subcommittee, which reports to the full BCDC.

On September 3, 1991, the BCDC voted to recommend approval of an above-grade

connector structure to connect the Custom House with the Board of Trade building.

The official meeting notes and minutes from these meetings are attached as Exhibit 1.

Boston Zoning Code Article 31 Development Review Process

Under Article 31 of the Boston Zoning Code, developers of major projects must comply

with a notice and impact assessment procedure which begins with the submission of a

Project Notification Form (PNF) noticing the BRA of the intention to develop a project

and describing the basic dimensions of the project in sufficient detail that the type and

magnitude of likely impacts of the project can be assessed by the BRA. The submission

of the PNF is publicly advertised by the BRA and comments are invited for 30 days.

The Beal Companies filed a PNF for the Custom House on November 16, 1990, which

PNF is attached as Exhibit J. Comments which were received by the BRA in response to

the PNF are attached as Exhibit K.

Under Article 31, the BRA then issues a Scoping Determination setting forth which

aspects of the proposed project must be studied in detail. The BRA issued its Scoping





Determination on August 5, 1991, which document is attached as Exhibit L. The Beal

Companies subsequently submitted a Draft Project Impact Report (DPIR) on June 18,

1991, describing the proposed project in detail and studying those impacts identified in

the BRA'S Scoping Determination. The DPIR is attached as Exhibit M. The DPIR was

publicly advertised and there is a 30-day comment period where the public may submit

comments to the BRA which are taken into account in assessing the adequacy of the

DPIR. Public comments which were received by the BRA in response to the DPIR are

attached as Exhibit N.

The BRA issued a Preliminary Adequacy Determination (PAD) on August 5, 1991, which

document is attached as Exhibit O, which set forth in what respects the DPIR was

adequate and in what respects additional studies or corrections were required. The Beal

Companies then submitted on September 20, 1991, a Final Project Impact Report (FPIR)

responding to the PAD. The FPIR is attached as Exhibit P. The FPIR was publicly

advertised and comments invited for a thirty-day period. No comments on the FPIR

were received by the BRA. The BRA then issued an Adequacy Determination (AD) on

December 2, 1991, completing the Article 31 Development Review Process. The AD is

attached as Exhibit Q. The public advertisements for the Article 31 process are attached

as Exhibit R.

Boston Preservation Alliance/National Trust for Historic Preservation

Following the conceptual approval of the above-grade connector scheme, the National

Trust for Historic Preservation, a non-governmental preservation organization, requested

that the below-grade option be studied further and suggested that BPA with the support





of National Trust for Historic Preservation (NTHP) hire an independent structural

engineer to assess the viability of a below-grade connector. This request was made by

letter dated December 31, 1991 to the BRA, which letter is attached as Exhibit S. In order

to assist the BPA and the NTHP in the preparation of this report, the BRA provided the

BPA with pertinent background materials. These materials were transmitted to the BPA

on January 17, 1992. The BRA's transmittal is attached as Exhibit T (without its

accompanying materials).

The BPA independent report dated February 19, 1992, was issued on February 21 under

cover of the BPA. The report is attached as Exhibit U. The report, which was prepared

by Reed & Barba Architects of Portland, Maine, proposed several alternatives to the

above grade connector scheme. No alternative which had not already been evaluated

and discarded was proposed in this report. The engineering report, which was prepared

by Swift Engineering of Norway, Maine and was attached to the Reed & Barba report,

concurred with the findings of the developer's engineer that the foundation of the

Custom House precluded the construction of a high-speed elevator running to the

basement level.

The BRA issued a response to the BPA study dated March 24, 1992 (attached a Exhibit V)

which set forth to the ACHP the process which had been undertaken in evaluating the

connector structure, the reasons for the proposed above-grade connector, and specific

discussion on each alternative proposed in the Reed & Barba study and why each was

considered infeasible.





The GSA requested a meeting to discuss the rationale for the connector structure and the

position of the local preservation agencies with respect to the connector. The meeting

was held on September 22, 1992 in the Custom House. At that time representatives of

the BRA and the developer discussed the rationale for the proposed connector structure

and described to the GSA the need for the amendment of the transfer documents to

permit its construction. Representatives of both the BLC and MHC were present at this

meeting and described the conceptual approval of the proposed connector structure by

each agency.

A copy of the sign-in sheet for this meeting is attached as Exhibit W.

Conclusion

The process outlined above details the way in which the BRA and the developer

followed a deliberate, public process and coiisulted with preservation agencies,

preservation interest groups, and interested members of the public in evaluating and

approving the proposed connector structure. The BRA and the developer at all times

cooperated with all participants and provided all materials which were requested. Also

the BRA together with the developer carefully considered comments which were made

during the process and addressed them to the extent possible.

The conclusion of this process was that the proposed above-grade connector structure

should be permitted as it is required for the redevelopment of the Custom House,

provided that it will be designed to have the minimum impact on the historic fabric of

the Custom House and with the continued involvement of preservation agencies.

The votes of approval of the BLC and the MHC attest to the official preservation agency





support for this project at the local and state levels. The BRA therefore requests that, in

light of the extensive public process u'hich has been undertaken to review^ and evaluate

the connector structure, and of the support for the connector structure from the official

agencies, that the GSA make the amendments to the transfer documents necessary so as

to permit the construction of the proposed above-grade connector structure.
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INTRODUCTION

This report describes the alternatives considered by the Beal Companies and
Intercontinental Hotels to connect the Custom House and the Board of Trade
Building (131 State Street) and to create a suitable lobby space for the new hotel.

The considerations which affect the determination of the most appropriate solution
include the operational needs of the hotel, transportation needs (vehicular and
pedestrian circulation), historic preservation considerations including degree of
physical alterations to historic buildings and reversibility, and urban design
considerations

.





Below Grade i.O

L^ - The connection of the Custom House and Board of Trade Building is made
through a -elow-grade structure, allowing the existing street configuration
to remain unchanged.
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Below Grade Connection Li
Pros

1. Does not create any new structures

at street level.

2. India Street remains open.

3. Existing historic building facades
remain untouched.

Cons

Infeasible for engineering/
structural reasons.
a) Height and width of openings

into Custom House and Board of
Trade Building basements are
limited.

b) Existing Custom House
foundations do not allow
construction of pits for

high-speed elevators.
c) Existing slab under Board of

Trade Building makes below-grade
entrance problematic (cost,

structure)

.

Decreases room count by 20-30 rooms
because function rooms, and back of
house facilities (kitchen, staff
lockers, admin.) have to occupy
guest room areas.

( cont ir.ued)

I ML -.TREET

Site Plan





Cons

No space in either the Custom House
or Board of Trade Building is

suitable for a hotel lobby in both
size and configuration.
Requires circuitous route for hotel
guests which is inappropriate for a

luxury hotel.
Difficult to accommodate loading
dock.





Eye Level View From State Street

Aerial View From State Street





Bridge Connection 2.0

2 . - A bridge at floor 2 or 10 would be the only connection between the Custom
House and the Board of Trade Building.





Bridge at 10th Floor 2.1

Pros Cons

1. Leaves Ind::* Street fully open.

2. Would not impact lower facades of

either building.
3. Leaves existing historic Custom

House stairs in place.

A. Reversible in function and

appearance

.

Creates unacceptable circulation
patterns for hotel guests by-

requiring hotel guests to travel up

and down 10 floors to move from one

building to the other.

Does not create additional
column-free space required for hotel
lobby by hotel operator.
Bridge at this location impairs
upper facades of both Custom House

and Board of Trade buildings

.

Excessive clear span for bridge is

difficult/expensive to engineer and
construct

.

Difficult to accommodate loading
dock.

<

sr\lt MREET

Site Plan
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Eye Level View From State Street

Aerial View From State Street





Bridge at 2nd Floor 2.2

Pros Cons

1. Leaves India Street fully open.

2. Leaves existing historic Custom
House stairs in place.

3. Reversible in function and
appearance.

Creates unacceptable circulation
patterns for hotel guests by
requiring hotel guests to travel up
and down floors to move from one
building to the other.
Does not create additional
column-free space required for hotel
lobby by hotel operator.
Excessive clear span for bridge is

difficult/expensive to engineer and
construct.
Difficult to accommodate loading
dock.

Bridge impairs view of lower facades
of both the Custom House and Boari
of Trade Building.

Aerial View From State Street





Raised Plaza - 3.0

Custom House Attachment

3 . - The connection between the Custom House and the Board of Trade Building is

made by constructing a new structure at grade on India Street, necessitating
its closure. The new structure abuts the Custom House at the location of the
existing entrance stairs, which are relocated to the east side. The hotel
lobby and registration desk is located in the new structure, and is accessed
on State Street. A public space is designed on the roof of the structure
accessed by stairs. The connection to the Board of Trade Building is made
with a narrow glass enclosure. A portion of the new structure is 15 feet
high to provide sufficient head room in the hotel lobby.

u





Raised Plaza at Grade 3.1
Pros Cons

1. Little disruption of view of the

Custom House facade from any angle,
Requires closure of India Street
which is unacceptable for historic
preservation and traffic circulation
reasons .

Attachment of new structure to

Custom House detracts from its

historic urban setting and its

integrity as a free-standing
structure. The Custom House is

considered a substantially more
important historic building than the
Board of Trade Building.
Requires removal of existing
historic stairs from the Custom
House

.

Substantial physical attachment to

the Custom House is irreversible in

both function and appearance.
Portions of hotel lobby space have
insufficient head room. (continued)

STATE STREET

Site Plan
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Cons

Hotel drop-off occurs on State
Street, which is the busiest street
the project is on.

Through pedestrian connections
between State and Central Streets
are compromised by forcing
pedestrians to climb stairs or go

through hot-- lobby.
Difficult to accommodate loading
dock.

12
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Eye Level View From State Street

Aerial View From State Street





Independent Building with Bridge
into Custom House Portico

Pros

4.1

Cons

1. Leaves a narrow portion of India
Street open to pedestrian and

vehicular traffic.

2. Bridge connection enters center of

the Custom House, allowing hotel
guests to enter the Custom House's
most monumental space.

Insufficient room between the Custom
House and the Board of Trade
Building for new building, roadway,
and sidewalks.
New structure is too close to the
Board of Trade Building, creating
undesirable pedestrian space.
Addition of new building disrupts
relationship between the Custom
House and the Board of Trade
Building, altering character of
space more than any other option.
Requires removal of existing
historic stairs from the Custom
House

.

Remaining India Street would be

unacceptably narrow.
Obscures views of facades of both
historic buildings from many angles.

J

STATE STREET

Site Plan
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Raised Plaza with Bridge 3.2

3 .2 - The plaza scheme (3.1) is altered so that a narrow vehicular road is left
open between the connector structure and the Board of Trade Building. A

second story bridge is built from the connector to the Board of Trade
Building.

Pros Cons

1. Leaves a portion of India Street
open for vehicular traffic.

2. Little disruption of view of the
Custom House facade from any angle

Attachment of new structure to the
Custom House detracts from its

historic urban setting and its

integrity as a free-standing
structure. The Custom House is

considered a substantially more
important historic building than the

Board of Trade Building.
Requires removal of existing
historic stairs from the Custom
House

.

Substantial physical attachment to

the Custom House is irreversible ir.

both function and appearance.

(contir.v:ei

~\

Aerial View From State Street





Independent Building 4,0

4 . - The connector structure is a new, separate building constructed between the

Board of Trade Building and the Custom House on India Street. The building
would have a second story bridge connection into both the Custom House and

the Board of Trade Building.

u
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Independent Building with Bridge
into Custom House Near State Street 4.2

Pros Cons

Leaves a narrow portion of India
Street open to pedestrian and
vehicular traffic.

Insufficient room between Custom
House and the Board of Trade
Building for new building, roadway,
and sidewalks.
New structure is too close to the
Board of Trade Building, creating
undesirable pedestrian space.
Addition of new building disrupts
relationship between the Custom
House and the Board of Trade
Building, altering character of

space more than any other option.
Requires removal of existing
historic stairs from the Custom
House

.

Remaining India Street would be

unacceptably narrow.
Virtually blocks view of the Custom
House facade as seen from State
Street.

Aerial View From State Street
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Independent Building with Bridge into

Custom House Along State Street -

Festive Pavilion

4 .3

Pros Cons

1.

2.

Leaves a narrow portion of India
Street open to pedestrian and
vehicular traffic.
Design of independent building is

slightly less obtrusive than 4.2

Insufficient room between the Custom
House and the Board of Trade

Building for new building, roadway,

and sidewalks.
New structure is too close to the

Board of Trade Building, creating
undesirable pedestrian space.

Addition of new building disrupts

relationship between the Custom

House and the Board of Trade

Building, altering character of

space more than any other option.

Requires removal of existing

historic stairs from the Custom

House.
Remaining India Street would be

unacceptably narrow.

Virtually blocks view of the Cus:c3

House facade as seen from State

Street.

C

Aerial View From State Street





Attachment to 131 State Street 5.0

5 . - The connector is an addition to the India Street facade of the Board of Trade
Building. A two-level glass structure encloses and highlights the center
columns. A second floor bridge to the Custom House would be located in one
of the three locations. Hotel drop-off occurs on India Street, which remains
open to pedestrian and vehicular traffic.
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Addition to Board of Trade Building with
Bridge into Custom House Portico 5.1

Pros

1. Leaves more of India Street open for
pedestrian and vehicular traffic
than any other above-grade option.

2. Creates a hotel lobby area which is

appropriate in configuration and
scale

.

3. Allovs existing historic Custom
House stairs to remain in place.

4. Bridge into center of Custom House

portico allovs minimal, reversible
connection to the Custom House

v/minimal alterations to existing
building.

5. Places visual impact on least

historically significant building.

6. Bridge into center of portico allows

hotel guests to enter at Custom
House's most monumental space.

7. Bridge at this location respects the

strong symmetry of the Custom House.

Cons

Glass lobby addition partially
obscures lower facade of the Board
of Trade Building as seen from State
Street.

Bridge in this location obscures
view of Custom House facade from
State Street.

Site Plan





Eye Level View From State Street

Aerial View From State Street
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Addition to Board of Trade Building with
Bridge into Custom House Along
Central Street

5.2

'ros

1. Leaves acre of India Street open fo;

pedestrian and vehicular traffic

than any other above -grade option.

2. Creates a hotel lobby area vhich is

appropriate in configuration and

scale

.

3. Allovs existing historic Custom

House stairs to remain in place.

4. Allovs aininal. reversible

connection to the Custom House.

5. Places visual impact on least

historically significant building.

6. Least obstruction of Custom House

facade viewed from State Street.

Cons

Glass lobby addition partially
obscures lower facade of the 3oard
of Trade Building as seen from State
Street.
Bridge in this location requires
alteration of existing Custom House
window.
Because of location of elevator bank
in the Custom House, this bridge
location creates a confusing,
circuitous route between hotel lobby
and guest rooms in the Custom House.
Entrance into the Custom House at
this location disrupts large

historic conference/meeting rooms
planned there. This is one of only
two large, column-free spaces within
either building.

Aerial View From State Street





Addition to Board of Trade Building with
Bridge into Custom House Along
State Street

5.3

Pros Cons

1. Leaves more of India Street open for

pedestrian and vehicular traffic
than any other above-grade option.

2. Creates a hotel lobby area which is

appropriate in configuration and
scale

.

3. Allows existing historic Custom
House stairs to remain in place.

4. Allows minimal, reversible
connection to the Custom House.

5. Places visual impact on least
historically significant building.

6. Provides shortest path to elevator
banks in each building for hotel
guests

.

1. Glass lobby addition partially
obscures lower facade of Board of
Trade Building as seen from State
Street.

2. Bridge in this location obscures
view of the Custom House facade from
State Street.

3. Bridge in this location disrupts
sense of space between the Custom
House and the Board of Trade
Building.

4. Bridge in this location requires
alteration of existing Custom House
window.

Aerial View From State Street
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Custom House Redevelopment Project

Meeting Log

Boston Landmarks Commission

September 19, 1990 BLC staff with BRA
October 16, 1990 Design Review Committee

November 6, 1990 BLC staff

November 14, 1990 BLC staff

December 1 1 , 1 990 BLC sta f

f

December 18, 1990 Full Commission
January 18, 1991 BLC staff

January 22, 1991 Full Commission
February 11, 1991 Design Review Committee
February 15, 1991 Design Review Committee
March 12, 1991 Full Commission
March 15, 1991 BLC staff

June 28, 1991 BLC staff

July 23, 1991 Full Commission *

August 14, 1991 Full Commission *

September 9, 1991 Full Commission *

September 24, 1991 Full Commission *

* Publicly advertised hearing

Massachusetts Historical Commission (State Historic Preservation Officer)

November 20, 1990

January 24, 1991

February 8, 1991

March 7, 1991

April 2, 1991

May 15, 1991

October 10, 1991

November 14, 1991

Boston Preservation Alliance

November 16, 1990 BPA staff

December 14, 1990 BPA staff

January 16, 1991 With Council Members
January 23, 1991 BPA staff





Custom House Meeting Log

Page 2

Boston Civic Design Commission

January 15, 1991 Design Review Committee
January 29, 1991 Design Review Committee
February 5, 1991 Full Commission
March 26, 1991 Design Review Committee
April 2, 1991 Design Review Committee
September 3, 1991 Full Commission

Boston Transportation Department

December 4, 1990

December 10, 1990

December 20, 1990 Together with BLC
January 9, 1991

Februa'ry 11, 1991

Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection

October 30, 1990

November 21, 1990 Together with BRA, BLC, MHC, and BTD

Boston Redevelopment Authority

August 21, 1990

August 23, 1990

September 26, 1990

October 16, 1990

November 1, 1990

January 11, 1990

January 24, 1991

January 29, 1991

February 5, 1991

February 22, 1991

March 12, 1991

March 21, 1991

March 25, 1991

March 27, 1991

April 23, 1991





Custom House Meeting Log
Page 3

Boston Redevelopment Authority, con't.

May 6, 1991

May 7, 1991

May 9, 1991

May 10, 1991

May 15, 1991

May 21, 1991

June 13, 1991

July 12, 1991

January 17, 1992

February 20, 1992

May 19, 1992

June 9, 1992

July 30, 1992

August 10, 1992

September 22, 1992

November 23, 1992

December 18, 1992

With GSA, Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, BLC, and
MHC.
With GSA in Washington.









srr. harcn 22, 1991

. Gecrge McGoidrick
Tne beal Comoanies

"^
y.iitc S:;reet

;jfcoston, MA 02109

BOSTON LANDMARK: CUSTOM HOUSE

Re: jstom House and Board of Trade building

Dear Mr. McGoicnck,

Boston
Landmarks
Commission

Citv of Boston

The Environment
Department

b^'ion Citv Hall/Room 805

boston. Massacnusetts 02201

6i:;725-3850

At a meeting held in Boston City Hall on March 12, 1991 tne Boston
.-anomarks Commission continued a series of aavisory reviews of tne
aroDosec adaptive reuse of tne Custom House at McKinley Square (a

aesignatec Boston Lanamark) and tne Board of Traae Building at 131

State Street (oetitioned to be designated). Tne Commission voted to

encourage tne redevelooment of these significant buildings, anc to
offer tne following com.ments to expedite furtner aesign aevelopment
of tne project.

These comments result from review of three Dasic schemes: an
aadition to tne Custom House m the form of a raised olaza, wnich
would entail closing India Street; a new structure on India Street
petween tne two Puildmgs, with oriages to poth, which woulc narrow
but not close India Street: and an addition to the Board of Trace
Building, with a oriage to tne Custom House, which would also narrow
put not close India Street. A tnree-story rooftop addition and
additional mechanical penthouse on top of the Board of Traae
Building are included m all tnree scnemes.

1) You have stated tnat a below-grade link between tne two

Puildmgs would not be feasible oecause it woulc pose

extensive structural and engineering problems. Furtnermore , .

in your view a below-graae link would not be appropriate for

tne planned luxury hotel use. Tne Commission indicated tnat

the concept of an aoove-ground connector may oe pursued.

P'-oviced that it creates m.inimal pnysical and visual intrusion
c tne existing structures. Tne Commission was not recective
to a scheme intenced to make a "pold architectural statement,"
as recommenced by tne aavisory Boston Civic Design Com.mission.

2) Tne Comm.ission found the plaza scheme to be a solution wnich
could m.inimially mtruae on tne Duildings. However, tne

Transportation Deoartment has indicated tnat India Street may

not be closed. It is our unaerstandmg, then, tnat this

scheme is no longer being pursued.

3) The addition to 131 State St. reauires further study, as does

tne Priage connector utilized in the scheme. Suggestions

included using simplified forms and glass as a primary

material. (Tne transparency of glass would oerrait views

tnrough to the original buildings, would improve oecestrian
orientation, and give some life to tne street.) Requestec

additional information included how the puildmgs will be

serviced, and how the addition and tne briages would oe

attacned to the main buildings.

^) Stanaarcs and criteria for the Custom House snail oe met m
^11 details.
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5) The bridge connector to the Custom House should go into the

center of the portico, and should try to woric with the

existing stairs rather than reauire their relocation. The
Commission was not in favor of altering a window to create a

doorway. A bridge located between the coiu.T.ns would oe

preferable to enclosing a portion of the portico or adding a

glass structure to it.

6) The addition to 131 State should allow unobstructed views of
the 2-story arcned entryway in the original building. The
Commission preferred the scneme with a central atrium in front

of the entryway. limiting floors of the addition to outer
"wings." Additional details aoout the relationship of the

addition to the building, including the setback of the

acdition's second floor from the arcned entryway in the main
building, snould be developed.

7) The sidewalk in front of the addition should provide adeaua^e
pedestrian access to the streetscape. A aroo-off lane for the

notel entrance should not be accessed directly from Central
Street or State Street, but rather snould "neck aown" from

India Street.

8) The Commission was com.forcable with the massing of the

proDOsed rooftop acdition at iS"! State, and will maKe further

comments on the fenestration and materials at a later aate.

9) The stairs on the Mc.Kinley Square elevation of the Cus -om

House should be restorec.

Please note that the Commission has only reviewed the project on an

advisory basis and maKes no formal or binding aetermmations at this

time as to approval of the oroDosals. The Commission recommencs

that an application for a Certificate of Design Approval oe filec as

soon as you are reaay to oroceed. A list of hearing and filing

deadline dates- is enclosed anc an application form are enclosec.

Comoleted apnlications must oe receivec m this office by tne filing^

aeadline in order to be scneauled for review. Thank you for your

coooeration with the commission.

Sincerely

,

Alan G. Schwartz /^

cc: Boston Redevelopment Autnority

CBT Architects
Massachusetts Historical Commission

Boston Preservation Alliance

RECORD OF COMMISSION VOTE

MOTION BY Ennis SECOND BY Harrell

AFFIRMATIVE: Ennis. Harrell. Moss, Ryan, Scnwartz

NEGATIVE: Ocasio
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Consulting Deveiooment Appraisals Brokerage

177 Milk Street, Boston Massachusetts C2109-3410

517 451-2100 TelecoDier 617 451-1301

July 11, 1991

Michael Cannizzo
Boston Landmarks Commission
City Hall, 8th Floor
Boston, MA 02201

Re: Custom House Tower

Dear Michael:

I am pleased to submit the application for the Custom House
Tower proposal. The attached package should provide all the
materials requested. An elevation of the connector is being
prepared and will be forwarded early next week.

Please do not hesitate to call with any questions.

Sincere

George L. McSoldrick, Jr.
Vice President

GLM/bal
cc: Juan Loveluck \/
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BOSTON LANDMARKS COMMISSION

Proposed Custom House Hotel

APPLICATION
Certificate of Appropriateness - Or
Design Approval - Or - Exemption

I

.

Summary

II. Application

III. Section V - Description

IV. Photographs

V. Block Plan/Site Plan, Building Plans,
Elevations, Sections

VI. Connector Design Alternatives Report





I . SUMMARY

The proposed redevelopment of the Custom House Tower and 131
State Street will restore two significant historic buildings in
Boston's Financial District. The development, proposed by The Beal
Companies in partnership with the Inter •Continental Hotels Group,
will incorporate the two buildings into one luxury hotel. This
application considers a modification to the exterior of the Custom
House on the west or India Street facade. In order to accomplish
the hotel, a connection is required between the two existing
buildings. A detailed study demonstrated that a below grade
connection would not be feasible as both buildings are built on
concrete slabs that would not allow high speed elevators to the
basement level. A series of above grade connections was studied
and the resulting concept is included in this document. The
connector will be added to 131 State Street with a small, glass
elevated connection passing into the Custom House at the front door
on the second level on India Street. This alternative was
considered to affect the facade the least and could easily be
removed in the future should the use change. A Connector Design
Alternative Report is included in this application.

131 State Street, although not a designated landmark, has all the
qualifications of an historic structure. This 1902 office building
will be totally renovated within the interior to hotel rooms and
function rooms. The exterior has recently undergone extensive
restoration. A three story addition will be added to the building
to create an additional 55 guest rooms. The connector will be
constructed off of the east or India Street facade.

In addition, a study model has been constructed by the proponent
and is available for viewing. The following sections contain the
application, the expanded description from Section V, photographs,
building plans and sections.
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APPLICATION
CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS - OR -

DESIGN APPROVAL - OR - EXEMPTION

ritv of Boston Boston City Hall.Room 805

Environment Boston. Massachusetts 02201

Department 6I7 725-3850

Custom House

For Office Use Only

APPLICATION NO.

HEARING DATE: _

EXTENSION:

DATE RECEIVED:

DISTRICT

[. ADDRESS

.

rustom House Tower WARD

XAME (BUSINESS OR PROPERTY)

[ APPr.ICAXT ^^-^-'- '-^^ Limited Partnership, George L. McGoldrick,

J

r.p^^Oyp-. (617)451-2100

ADDRESS c/o The Seal Companies, 177 Milk Street, Boston, MA jlT CODE 02109

PROPERTY OWNER Boston Redevelopment Authority.

ADDRESS. One City Hall Plaza, Boston, MA

PHONE: (617)742-4300

02201
ZIP CODE ^

\RCHITECT Jung/Brannen, Inc.

ADDRESS _

CBT, PHONE
(517)482-2299 - j/3

177 Milk St. , Boston

•

(617)262-4354 - CBT
306 Dartmouth St., Boston ZIP CODE 02109: 02116

CONTRACTOR to be determined

.ADDRESS

PHONE:

ZIP CODE

PROPOSED WORK WILL BE FOR:

X New Construction

JiDemolition

JiAddition

JLRepair

E.xcavation Area Wav

JLRepIacement

JLCleaning

^Painting

MOTHER: Interiors

I\- WOR"-' ITEMS:

Storefront

Masonry

_Roof
V\'indows

Doors

Ironwork

Landscapins

Signage

Lighting

OTHER:

Mechanicals

Deck, Balcony

Gutter System

Fencing

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED WORK: (This description prov ides the basis for the official notice and subsequent decision,

and it must clearly represent the entirety of the project. Use additional pages if necessary.)

SEE ATTACHED

[. DOCUMENTATION SUBMITTED: (Incomplete applications will be returned.)

JlPhotographs (with identifying labels) Shop drawings, sketches

JlBlock plan Manufacturer's literature, specifications

JLSite plan .Material/color samples

Building plans, elevations, sections

SIGNATURES (BI^TH REQUIR^

Applicant: ^/r6^ y/l
77

Owner':

(If building is a condominium or cooperative, the chairman must sign





APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

FAILURE TO PROVIDE ADEQUATE DOCUMENTATION' AND INFORMATION WILL CAUSE A DELAY IN THE
REVIEW PROCESS AND MAY RESULT IN A REJECTED APPLICATION. WHATEVER DOCUMENTATION BEST
EXPLAINS THE PROPOSAL SHOULD ACCOMPANY THE APPLICATION.

Photographs must show building IN ENTIRETY and include neighboring buildings as well as close-ups of details affected bv
proposed changes: recommended size 5x7 or SxlO; instant snapshots are generally NOT acceptable. Historical documenta-
tion may also be included.

Drawings: all PLANS. ELEVATIONS and SECTIONS must be to scale, labeled and dated; show major architectural fea-

tures, describe both existing conditions and proposed changes in situ: include relationships to adjacent buildings. For rooftop
additions, include roof plan and elevations showing sightlines from pedestrian levels (both direct and oblique views).

BLOCK PLAN suggested for most applications: PLOT or SITE PL.\N must be included when proposing additions or new
free standing elements (e.g. garages, fences), decks, balconies and enclosed roof spaces. SHOP DR.WVINGS (ironwork,
signs, awnings, window and door assemblies) to detail dimensions, joinery, method of installation and attachment to build-

ing, e.xposed details and materials. NOTE: INTERIOR PLANS ARE NOT REVIEWED BY COMMISSIONS AND NEED
NOT BE SUB.MITTED (E.XCEPT FOR SPECIAL INTERIOR LANDM.\RK DESIGNATIONS).

PLEASE CONSULT THE EN\TRONMENT DEPARTMENT
FOR .MORE SPECIFIC GUIDANCE IN CO.MPLETING APPLICATION FORMS.

ZONING CONSIDERATIONS
In most architectural districts, the commissions will act on an application only after the Board of Appeal issues a \ ariance.

Thus, if any increase in square footage, height, or enclosed space i including garages) is proposed, or if any change in legal use

or occupancy is required, applicants must first seek zoning clearances from the Inspectional Services Department and. if

necessary, from the Board of .\ppeal.

FILING DEADLINES
The commissions generalh' meet on a monthly basis at regularh- scheduled public meetings which, under the Open .Meet-

ing Law, require advance notification. COMPLETE .\PPLIC.\TIONS MUST BE RECEIVED ON OR BEFORE THE
FILING DE.A.DLINE FOR REVIEW XT THE PUBLIC HEARING INDICATED BELOW:

FILING DEADLINE HEARING DATE

FEES FOR APPLICATIONS TO ARCHITECTURAL COMMISSIONS
(As authorized under City of Boston Code. Title 14, Section 450)

Effective April. 1985

$10.00 Minor modifications to the exterior architectural features of a building, including painting, cleaning of ma.sonr\.

interior window signs, masonry repointing, new window blinds, planting boxes and parterres, pavint: Mirfaces,

intercom and security devices, storm windows, lanterns and lighting, residential window grates, screens,

benches, and plaques.

$25.00 Design changes to the facade of a building, including changes to or installation of doors, windows, fire halcnmes.

exterior signs, roof decks and handrails, fences and masonry walls, lowered window sills, changes to sidimj or

roofing materials, skylights, solar panels, large antennae, ramps, new chimneys and flues, residential vents, heat

pumps and non-portable air conditioning units, major masonry repair (including resurfacing of stoops and

brownstone facades).

$50.00 Major alterations to the exterior design or form of the building, including replacement front stoops, root head-

houses and new penthouses, new storefronts, yard excavations, commercial exhaust vents, new or raised cicrrr.frs.

new window and door openings, new terraces, demolition and increases to floor area.

$150.00 Major construction including new buildings, infill structures, or major development projects. (For pr'uxts

where cost of exterior elevations under review are in excess of $500,000, see staff for formula of fees

(Work requiring a certificate from Boston Landmark properties with special interior designations: the fee shall be $I'i 'Hi tor

i
work that does not require a building permit and $25.00 in all other cases.)

(Exemptions)

In special cases of economic hardship, or of demolition or remov al of unsafe or unsightly architectural features, t ht- . rr: ::i is-

sion or their designees may waive or reduce the fee.

FEE OWED: RECEIVED; (checks payable to City of B. -t^ .n

XS906





APPLICATION
Certificate of Appropriateness - Or -

Design Approval - Or - Exemption

V. DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED WORK:
The project includes the redevelopment of the Custom
House Tower to a hotel function. An integral part of the
redevelopment is the addition of 131 State Street. I3i
State Street will be rehabilitated into a hotel function
and combined with the Custom House. A total of 340 rooms
plus meeting rooms, restaurants, retail and other public
spaces will be created. A connection between the two
buildings will be constructed on India Street. This
connection will be attached to the facade of 131 State
Street and will connect to the Custom House at the second
level through the existing door within the portico. This
slim, glass connection will allow hotel guests to pass
freely between the two existing buildings. The glass
connection will be constructed in such a way that it can
be taken down in the future and the facade easily
restored to its existing condition if the use ever
changes.

Aside from the connection, the only other proposed change
to the exterior of the Custom House will be the
replacement of the metal windows (approximated 1950 's)

on the original 1847 building. The applicant will seek
the advice and approval of the Commission on the proper
window treatment. Windows on the tower portion will
remain and be restored. The exterior will be inspected
for water penetration.

The balance of the renovation will be the restoration of
the rotunda area and the construction of the rooms on the
upper levels. The basement will contain a restaurant
(note: all mechanical systems will be located within
either 131 State Street or India Street) ; the first level
a museum; the second and third levels a lounge and
meeting rooms. Rooms will be located on floors 4 through
28, with the exception of floors 19 (elevator penthouse)

;

floor 21 (no windows) ; floor 23 (clock room) ; and floor
25 (observation deck) . Outside of the existing dome but
within the building exterior a 35 seat lounge will be
created above the rotunda.

The connector between the two existing buildings will be
two to three stories in height and will be constructed
along the India Street facade of 131 State Street. The





area around the three grand columns will be open so that
the vista is not disturbed. The connector will be
constructed of light metals and glass. The hotel guests
will take an elevator to the second level where the
reservation desk will be located. Guest elevators are
located on the second level of both buildings to all
guest rooms.

The applicant has previously submitted Parts I and II of
the Historic Structures Report detailing the history of
the building and the current conditions. Part III
pertains to the impact of the development and is in
process.

A study model has been used for the connector design and
is available for viewing.
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INTRODDCTION

This report describes the alternatives considered by the Beal Companies and
Intercontinental Hotels to connect the Custom House and the Board of Trade
Building (131 State Street) and to create a suitable lobby space for the new hotel.

The considerations which affect the determination of the most appropriate solution
include the operational needs of the hotel, transportation needs (vehicular and
pedestrian circulation) , historic preservation considerations including degree of
physical alterations to historic buildings and reversibility, and urban design
considerations

.





Below Grade 1.0

1 • - The connection of the Custom House and Board of Trade Building is made
through a below-grade structure, allowing the existing street configuration
to remain unchanged.





Below Grade Connection 1.1

Pros

1. Does not create any new structures
at street level.

2. India Street remains open.
3. Existing historic building facades

remain untouched.

Cons

Infeasible for engineering/
structural reasons.
a) Height and vidth of openings

into Custom House and Board of
Trade Building basements are
limited.
Existing Custom House
foundations do not allow
construction of pits for
high-speed elevators.
Existing slab under Board of
Trade Building makes belcv-grade
entrance problematic (cost,

structure)

.

Decreases room count by 20-30 rooms
because function rooms, and back of
house facilities (kitchen, staff
lockers, admin.) have to occupy
guest room areas.

(continued)

b)

c)

Site Plan





Cons

No space in either the Custom House
or Board of Trade Building is

suitable for a hotel lobby in both
size and configuration.
Requires circuitous route for hotel
guests which is inappropriate for a

luxury hotel.
Difficult to accommodate loading
dock.
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Eye Level View From State Street

Aerial View From State Street





Bridge Connection 2.0

2. - A bridge at floor 2 or 10 would be the only connection between the Custom
House and the Board of Trade Building.





Bridge at 10th Floor 2.1

Pros Cons

1. Leaves India Street fully open.

2. Would not impact lower facades of

either building.
3. Leaves existing historic Custom

House stairs in place.

4. Reversible in function and

appearance.

Creates unacceptable circulation
patterns for hotel guests by-

requiring hotel guests to travel up
and down 10 floors to move from one
building to the other.
Does not create additional
column-free space required for hotel
lobby by hotel operator.
Bridge at this location impairs
upper facades of both Custom House
and Board of Trade buildings.
Excessive clear span for bridge is

difficult/expensive to engineer and
construct.
Difficult to accommodate loading
dock.

STATE STREET

1

j





Eye Level View From State Street

Aerial View From State Street





Bridge at 2nd Floor 2.2

o-os Cons

1.

2

.

3.

Leaves Ind_'^ Street fully open.
Leaves existing historic Custom
House stairs in place.
Reversible in function and

acnearance.

un

>-o1

Creates unacceptable circulation
patterns for hotel guests by
requiring hotel guests to travel
and down floors to move from cne
building to the other.
Does not create additional
column-free space required fc:

lobby by hotel operator.
Z.xcessive clear span for bridge is

difficult/expensive to engineer and
construct

.

Difricult to accommodate loadir.^

deck.

Bridge impairs view of lover facades
of both the Custom House and Heard
cf Trade Building.

Aerial View From State Street





Raised Plaza - 3.0

Custom House Attachment

3 - The connection between the Custom House and the Board of T-ade Building is
made by constructing a new structure at grade on India Street, necessitating
its closure. The new structure abuts the Custom House at the location of the
existing entrance stairs, which are relocated to the east side. The hotel
lobby and registration desk is located in the new structure, and is accessed
on State Street. A public space is designed on the roof of the structure
accessed by stairs. The connection to the Board of Trade Building is nade
with a narrow glass enclosure. A portion of the new structure is 15 feet
high to provide sufficient head room in the hotel lobby.

10





Raised Plaza at Grade 3.1
Pros Cons

1. Little disruption of viev of the

Custom House facade from any angle.

Requires closure of India Street
which is unacceptable for historic
preservation and traffic circulation
reasons

.

Attachment of new structure to
Custom House detracts from its
historic urban setting and its
integrity as a free-standing
structure. The Custom House is

considered a substantially ~ore
important historic building than the
Board of Trade Building.
Requires removal of existing
historic stairs from the Custom
House

.

Substantial physical attachr^eni to

the Custom House is irreversible in

both function and appearance.
Portions of hotel lobby space have
insufficient head room. "

(cc nued)

STATE STREET

Site Plan

11





Cons

Hotel drop-off occurs on State

Street, which is the busiest street

the project is on.

Through pedestrian connections

between State and Central Streets

are compromised by forcing
pedestrians to climb stairs or go

through hotel lobby.

Difficult to accommodate loading

dock.

12





Eve Level View From State Street

Aerial View From State Street
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Raised Plaza with Bridge 3.2

"5 9 _ The plaza scheme (3.1) is altered so that a r^arrou vehicular road is left

open between the connector structure and the Board of Trade Building. A
second stor-^ bridge is built from t;

Building.
:he Board of Tr;

Leaves a portion of India Street
open for vehicular traffic.
Little disruption of view of the
Custom House facade from any angle

Cons

Att£ch:::ent of new structure to the
Custca House detracts from its

historic urban setting and its

ir.regrity as a free-standing
structure. The Custom House is

;cr.sicerec a suDstanti-aily m

.rccrtant historic building tn€

rade Building.

P.equires removal of existing
historic stairs from the Custom
House

.

Substantial physical attachment to

the Custom House is irreversible in

both function and appearance.

(continued)

c
s

Aerial View From State Street
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Independent Building 4.0

4 . - The conr.ecr.or structure is a new, separate building constructed between the
Board of Trade Building and the Custom House on India Street. The building
would have a second story bridge connection into both the Custom House and
the Board of Trade Building.

16





Independent Building with Bridge
into Custom House Portico

4.1

Pros

1. Leaves a narrow portion of India
Street open to pedestrian and

vehicular traffic.
2. Bridge connection enters center of

the Custom House, allowing hotel
guests to enter the Custom House's
most monumental space.

Cons

Insufficient room between the Custom
House and the Board of Trade
Building for new building, roadway,
and sidewalks.
New structure is too close to the
Board of Trade Building, creating
undesirable pedestrian space.
Addition of new building disrupts
relationship between the Custom
House and the Board of Trade
Building, altering character of
space more than any other option.
Requires removal of existing
historic stairs from the Custom
House

.

Remaining India Street would be
unacceptably narrow.
Obscures views of facades of both
historic buildings from many angles.

STATE STREET

Site Plan

17
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hve Level View From State Street
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Aerial View From State Street
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Independent Building with Bridge
into Custom House Near State Street 4.2

Pros Ccr.s

1. Leaves a narrow portion of Inc

Street open to pedestrian and

vehic'j.lar traffic.

Insufficient room between Custom
House and the Board of Trade
Building for new building, roadway,
and sidewalks.
New structure is too close to the
Board of Trade Building, creating
undesirable pedestrian space.
Addition of new building disrupts
relationship between the Custom
House and the Board of Trade
Building, altering character of
space more than any other option.
Requires removal of existing
historic stairs from the Custom
House.
Remaining India Street would be

unacceptably narrow.
Virtually blocks view of the Custom
House facade as seen from State
Street.

Aerial View From State Street

19





Independent Building with Bridge into

Custom House Along State Street -

Festive Pavilion

4 .J

'ros

Leaves a narrov portion of India
Street open to pedestrian and
vehicular traffic.
Design of independent building is

slightly less obtrusive than 4.2

Cons

1. Insufficient room betveen the Custom
House and the Board of Trade
Building for new building, rcadvay,

and sidevalks.

2. New structure is too close to the

Board of Trade Building, creating
undesirable pedestrian space.

3. Addition of new building disrupts

relationship betveen the Custom

House and the Board of Trade

Building, altering character cf

scace mere than any other cpticn.

4. r.ecuires removal cf existing
historic stairs from the Custom

House

.

5. Remaining India Street would be

unacceptably narrow.

5. Virtually blocks view cf the Custom

House facade as seen from State

Street.

Aerial View From State Street
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Attachment to 131 State Street 5.0

5 . - The connector is an addition to the India Street facade of the Board of Trade
Building. A two-level glass structure encloses and highlights the center
columns. A second floor bridge to the Custom House would be located in one
of the three locations. Hotel drop-off occurs on India Street, which remains
open to pedestrian and vehicular traffic.
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Addition to Board of Trade Building with
Bridee into Custom House Portico 5.1

?rjs Cor.s

Leaves aors of India Street open fo:

pedestrian. an.d vehicular traffic
than any other above-grade option.
Creates a hotel lobby area which is

appropriate in configuration and
scale'.

Allows existing historic Custom
House stairs to remain in place.

Bridge into center of Custom House

portico allows minimal, reversible

connection to the Custom House

v/minimal alterations to existing

2.

Glass lobby addition partially
obscures lower facade of the Board
of Trade Building as seen from State
Street.

Bridge in this location obscures
view of Custom House facade from
State Street.

:ui_
" .* -.*>-r.aces visual impact on least

historically significant building.

Bridge into center of portico allows

hotel guests to enter at Custom
House's most mcn'umental space.

Bridge at this location respects the

strong symmetry of the Custom House.

'Site Plan





Eye Level View From State Street

Aerial View From State Street
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Addition to Board of Trade Building with
Bridge into Custom House Along
Central Street

5.2

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Pros

Leaves aore of India Street open fo:

pedestrian, and vehicular traffic

than any other above-grade option.

Creates a hotel lobby area vhich is

appropriate in configuration and

sckle".

.\llovs existing historic Custcn

House stairs to remain in place.

Allovs nininal, reversible

connection to the Custon House.

Places visual inpact on least

historically significant building.

Least obstruction of Custoa House

facade vieved frca State Street.

Cons

Glass lobby addition partially
obscures lover facade of the Board
of Trade Building as seen fron State
Street.
Bridge in this location recuires
alteration of existing Cust:n House
vindov

.

Because of location of elevator bank
-— "he Custom House, this brid-e
location creates a confusing,
circuitous route betveen hciel lobbv
and guest rooms in the Custom House.
Int ranee into the Custom House at
tnis location disr^ipts large
historic conference/neetin- rooms
planned there. This is one of onlv
tvo large, col'umn-free spaces viihin
either building.

Aerial View From State Street





Addition to Board of Trade Building with
Bridge into Custom House Along
State Street

5

r re s

Leaves mor; of India Street open for 1.

pedestrian and vehicular traffic
than any other above-grade option.
Creates a hotel lobby area which is

appropriate in configuration and 2.

scale

.

Allcws existing historic Custom
House stairs to rexain in place. 3.

Allovs minimal, reversible
connection to the Custom House.
Places visual impact on least
historically significant building. 4.

Provides shortest path to elevator
banks in each building for hotel
guests.

Cons

Glass lobby addition partially
obscures lover facade of Board of
Trade Building as seen from State
Street.

Bridge in this location obscures
viev of the Custom House facade from
State Street.
Bridge in this location disrupts
sense of space between the Cus::m
House and the Board of Trade
Building.
Bridge in this location requires
alteration of existing Custc- House
vindow.

Aerial View From State Street
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WEIDLINGER ASSOCIATES

Consulting Engineers

44 Bratlle Street, Cambndge. MA 02138

September 9. 1991
•••._: V -1 =.y

i$9I

Mr. Alan Schwanz, Chairman Ci'T'i' C"-^'^s*"~-
Boston Landmarks Commission ^'^"^'••'5C;;,v.5;7t d^--
City Hall 7th Floor

Boston, MA 02108

Re: Custom House Building

Dear Mr. Schwartz:

We reviewed the feasibility of building an underground tunnel between the

existmg Custom House Building and the Hotel. It is our understanding that in

order for this tunnel to be functional, the passenger elevators have to have the

capability of carrying passengers to the sub-basement level. We were also

informed by the design team that the elevator pits will have to be greater than

±7'-0" deep.

Assuming the passenger elevators will have to extend to the sub-basement

level we prepared a plan super-imposing the configuration of the proposed

elevator pits onto the plan of the existing foundation (see attached Weidlinger

sketch SK-1). We also briefly examined the existing superstructure in order to

evaluate the foundation superstructure interaction and the probable response of

the existing facade.

After reviewing the available information it became evident that in order to

accommodate the proposed elevator pits, large sections of the existing caisson

shafts would have to be removed Furthermore, large segments of the existing

steel grillage and column base plates encased in concrete would also have to be

eliminated Demolition and removal of these elements can adversely affect the

load carrying capacity of the existing foundations, the stability of the adjacent

columns and therefore, produce undesirable differential settiements.

Our experience with stone facades of this vintage suggests that while they

exhibit considerable rigiuity, they possess negligible tensile strengths and,

therefore, are very sensitive to differential settiements.

Telephone: (617) 876-9666





Mr. Alan Schwartz, Chairman

Boston Landmarks Commission

September 9. 1991

Page 2

In summar>', we are concerned that the extension of the four elevator pits

below the sub-basement level would induce foundation settlements ^which

would affect the building and cause damage in the facade of this histonb'

structure.

Sincerely.

Weidlinger Associates. Inc.

Istvan Steven Varga

Principal

Enclosure

ISV/jmw

WF.IDLINCER ASSOCIATES
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>ity of Boston

fhe Environment
)epartment

osion Cuv HaJl/ Room 805
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i;/725-J850

Seotember 25, ^^9'

Jeorge McGolcifiok
5eai CH Limited Partnership

The Seal Comoanies
•77 Milk Street
Boston, MA 02 'u9

\'OTICE OF L;£l:SIO\'

Mpplication /ru8.9'-" (92.34;

3OST0M LANDMARK: C'JSTOM HOUSE

CCMCEPT'.'AL DESIGN! APPROVAL

ear Mr, "coo.afick:

', ver the L/aac year, the Boston Landmarks Commission has conducted
aeverai sice visits, advisory reviews, and oubiic hearings regardm-:'
:he redeveiopnient of tne Custom House and the Board of Trade
juilding. Trie Commission has looked at a number of schemes, each of
wnich call for a three-story rooftop addition and mechanical
penthouses on cup of the Board of Trade Building. The schemes chat
nave been cor.sidered are:

1) Ah addition to the Custom House in the form of a raised
pldza, which would entail closing India Street;

2) A t,ew structure on India Street between the two buildings,
wicn bridges to both, which would narrow but not close
India Street;

3) A below-grade connector from the Custom House to the Board
of Irade Building.

4) An addition to the Board of Trade Building, with a bridge
creating a link to the Custom House, which would also
narr-ow but not close India Street.

rtfter reviewing all of the above schemes, the Commission has come to
cne following conclusions:

1) While the plaza scheme does have advantages, it is not
feasible given that the Transportation Department is

requiring that India Street remain open.
2) The space between the Custom House and the Board of Trade

Building is not large enough to accommodate a new
building. The Commission also determined that this
approach made too bold an architectural statement.

3) In consultation with an independent structural engineer,
the Commission concurs with the developer's assessment that
a beiow-grade link would pose extensive structural and
engineering problems.

4) An above-ground connector is possible, provided that it

creates minimal physical and visual intrusion on the
existing structures.

I'he Boston Hedevelooment Authority (BRA), the Massachusetts
Historical Comxiiission (MHC). the Advisory Jouncil on Histor:j
Hreservation (aCHP), and the Boston Landmarks Commission (BLC), nave
entered into several agreements in order to provide adequate
protection \\,r che preservation of the Custom House. It is the

understanding of the BLC that the proposal before the Commission
will requif; cne amendment of the Memorandum of Agreement (MOA)

executed in '988 by the ACHP. the Massachusetts Historic
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Custom House

Preservation Officer (SlU'O), and the General Services Administration
(GSA), and also the ameridmerit of the Letter Agreement, referenced in the
MOA and dated August V. , 19^8, which was executed by the SHPO, the BLC,
the ACHP, and t.-\e BRA.

The Boston L.j.dmarKs Conuniioion , at its 24 September 1991 meeting, voted
to grant Conceptual Design approval for the three main components of the
proposed redevelopment oi' ihe Custom House and the Board of Trade
Building, npuiication /Mud.9''-''. In granting this Conceptual Design
Approval, tne Commissiod recognized that preservation of the Custom
House depends ^n productive use of the building and that the subject
proposal reprosents the onj^ option identified at this time which
provides for juch produc'. i ve use. In light of the above, the Commission
granted Coriceptual Desigri Approval, despite the fact that proposed
alterations t '.rpresent a cvnipromise of the preservation objectives of the
Standards a:.j Criterid. Foe this reason tne Conceptual Design Approval
is conditiciit.:.! on the jun.r use of the Custom House and the Board of
Trade Build ' r:^, . Shoul:^ ':nc; proposed combined use of 'the two buildings
as a bote' be '.erminateu, i:(.is Conceptuai design Approval will expire
upon the terih; nation of ^ui.: joint use. The Conceptual Design Approval
was granted i' ;r the fo! : hj : tij,:

'
) A c':i ee-story ...:iM lori and meonan'.cai penthouses on top of the

Bdi .' of .''radc lu; ding.

2} A cu.. story aJJi'-ion affixed to the eastern elevation of the

Boui ] of Trade ':M::ding.

3) 'V se.;.;.nd-story bridge connecto!' over India Street, between the

prOLused addU:>ji; 'o the Board o: Irade Building and the

werj-..f;-n elevatioii of the Custor^ ''ouse.

The CoiTLmiss : ..< granted isio approval w: th pi'ovisos. To satisfy these

provisos the ;ji-opo'nent.-j 'nust. retur-n to t^e Com.mis3ion and present each

item for f'.na: review ar.u appr-oval, under .:s continuing design review
or" this ore 'e jt

.

"
) T'le uwo-story ciddv ion to the eastern elevation of the Board of

T:-adc Building sha: 1 allow unoost'^ucted views of the 2-3tory

arencd entryway. 'The Commission preferred the scheme with a

central atrium in 'r'ont of the e'^f'yway, limiting floors of the

addition to outer "wmgs." "he transparency of glass would

permit views tnrough to the original buildings, would improve

oedestrian or ientji. ion, and give some life to the street.)

2) T!ic addition inuj', i.e simple in form and use (^lass as a primary

ma": ei'ial

.

3) The addition niuit i.c set back I'rom State Street, so that only

the original buildings can be r-ead on the streetscape.

4) The bridge connect. -r to western elevation of the Custom House

wii. oe deter-miiied by the Commission and will be located at one

o;' Li.r-ee placea: n^to the center entrance of the portico, or

inm the fir'st window opening to the left or right of the

ptirr. . CO.
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5) The stairs on x.\u-. .-ast side of the Custom House (facing
MoKihiey Squa!>.- i

'.j--. r'econstructed to match the original.

6) Th.; vj mdows in '.h'.- '84? portion of the Custom House shall be
Cu;:..;';:ucted o*' .f-^- :

.

7) Th^ jLandards ji.J ricoria for the Custom House sha'i be
achet-ed to in ..i

•

: work. (The Commission will require the

hiiJ!-;<;st stana.i!-.J;j ..f O'-eservation equal to that being observed
if; '.'le restorj!. :*!; o'' Faneu i 1 Hall.)

8) l!:<.r -i:.proval ^r '.:... second floor connector is limited to "^.e

projiwsed use O! Hx- Custom '-'ouse and Board of "rade Building in

coiiii;. I ::ation as ,.i hotel. Any changes in use will require review
and -ifjproval oy '-ii<; Boston Landmarks Commission.

9) '^he ommissLoii vj ; : : conduct final design review and approval of
al - lesignateo poi Lions of the Custom '-'ouse 'and the exterior of
the 'i^arc of Ti jJc Building, including but not limited to: site
dcve ooment 'wr cru.- Custom House and the Board of Trade
Bui:.jing; protc^-tion of archaeological resources under India
StiT-'-t; and restor.itiion plans, as soon as they are developed,
for- ^iie inter :oi- ui' the Custom. House.

'0) !
;

:. ;e exlsti!.^ EiuoLon Redevelopment Authority developer
dc-j: nation is .i ' ter-ed or revoked, the Boston Landmarks
Conipi '.ssion ' s Cot:v,cptuai Design Approval will be rescinded.

s determ! i..it :on is solely on documentation submitted,
St,itutory re; ..-,js by othr.,-! .authorities in conflict with this decision
" y affect :;:.- status or r\,]^ certificate. The applicant is responsible
for notifying', the 'commiss l(jii of any changes to this proposal, and

failure to do so will invalidate this certificate.

Sincerely

,

liunae. .4. Laiitiizzo

Staff Architect

cc ; Alan Schwartz Bh;* Jung' Brennen , Inc. C3T

hECORD OF CUM^tli^SlON VOTE: Application 108.91-1

MOTIuN BY Lee SECOND BY Pisani

AFflRMATIVE: r:sani, Schudi'tz, Alexander, LeBlanc, Lee, Quatrale, Ryan,

Ceifer, MEGAITVE: Brookei
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AGENDA -^
S//'//l

Joint Review

CUSTOM HOUSE/BOARD OF TRADE BUILDING

Advisory Council - Boston Redevelopment Authority

Boston
Landmarks
Cominission Boston Landmarks Commission - Mass Historical Commission

City of Boston

The Environment
Department

B..5ionCitvHaU. Room 805

B.:';inn. Massachusetis 02201

<ii:-725-J850

Introduction

Brief History and Overview

Alan Schwartz. Chair

Boston Landmarks Commission

Homer Russell

Boston Redevelopment Authority

Project Presentation

Public Agency Review

George McGoldrick

The Beal Companies

Boston Transponation Department

Boston Civic Design Commission

Mass Historical Commission

Questions from Commission Members

Questions and Comments from the Public

AlO/14
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i Custom House/Board of Trade Building Design Review
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October 12, 1991

Mr. Stephen Coyle

Boston Redevelopment Authority

Boston City Hall

Biiston, MA 02201

Dear Mr. Covle:

The Massachusetts Historical Commission has reviewed your draft correspondence to the

Ad\isory Council on Historic Preservation on the Custom House project. In addition. MHC
has reviewed the careful phased conceptual approval of the Boston Landmarks Commission.

MHC considers the August 11, 1988 letter of agreement to retain a valid framework for

approsals on the Custom House Tower and suggests that instead of a replacement letter of

agreement, that a set of updates and additions be appended to it be circulated for

signature by the original parties. This would keep the framework intact, allow for phased

approvals, and retain the intent of the ori^mal letter.

In this regard. MHC suggests the following:

UPDATES TO LETTER OF AGREEMENT. 10/9/88

l)siateraents of factual change about the redcveloper and the proposed use and

project,

2)statements to update status of Historic Structures Report preparation and

acceptance to date, and any needed steps being taken for final acceptance,

3)statements on the process and involvement to date of the MHC and the BLC on

reviewing early conceptual and planning stages of the current project.

ADDITIONS TO LETTER OF AGREEMENT, 10/9/88

l)Statement on the relevant parts of the project development (such as the proposed

connector) in relation to the Secretary of Interior's Standards for RehabiUtation

and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings and the Boston Landmarks

Commission's Standards and Criteria.

.Massachusetts Historical Commission, Judith B McDonough, Execuhve Director, State Historic Presm'/ilinn Olfun

80 Boylston Street, Boston, .Massachusetts 02116 (617) 727-8470

Office of the Secretary of State, Michael J. Connolly, Secretary





2)Statement that Requirements of the 19S8 Memorandum of Agreement and Letter of

Agreement are deemed statisfied when the MHC as SHPO, the Advisory Council on

Historic Preservation, and the BLC have reviewed and approved the Custom House

Design Proposal.

MHC is keenly aware of the importance of the Custom House and Board of Trade Building

rehabilitation project to the City of Boston at this time. The MHC concurs with the BLC's

letter of conceptual approval outlining its terms and conditions. MHC envisions that much

of the material of the -eptember draft letter to the .Advisory Council would be incorporated

into the brief statements outlined above and that any new statements be of similar content

and format. MHC looks forward to completing these documents and to seeing the proposal

mo\e forward to reality.

These comments are offered to assist in compliance with Section 106 of the National

Historic Preservation Act. as amended (36 CFR 800) and M.G.L. Ch. 9. ss. 26-27C. as amended

(950 CMR 71).

If >ou ha\e any questions, please contact Maureen A. Ca\anaugh or myself.

Sincerely yours.Mnc

Wiiith B. McDonough
E.\ecuti\e Director

State Historic Preservation Officer

Massachusetts Historical Commission

cc: .Advisory Council on Historic Preservation

Boston Landmarks Commission





/l.

November 19, 1992

Juan Loveliack

Boston Redevelopment Authority
Boston City Hall
One City Hall Square
Boston, MA 02201

RE: United States Custom House, Boston. MA

Dear Mr. Love luck:

This letter is to clarify the position of the Massachusetts Historical
Commission regarding the use of an above-ground bridge to connect the former
Custom House and 131 State Street a^ part of their rehabilitation and re'.is^

an Inter-continental Hotel. This position '.-.-as previously discussed in a

meeting on September 22, 1992 between MHC staff and representatives of the-

General Services A.dministration, the Boston Landmarks Commission, the Bosto;.

Redevelopment Authority, Jung Brannen Associates, Inc., and the Seal Compa:.:.

and in prior conversations with the above parties and the Advisory Council
Historic Preservation. Both buildings are listed in the State and Natio!:al

Registers of Historic Places; in addition, the Custom House is a Local
Landmark

.

The MHC considers that the connector will have an adverse effect on the

significant architectural fsatur'=;s of the Custom House. However, the .MH
.'

understands the lack of prudent and feasible alternatives and concurs t;....

connector is necessary for the viable reuse of the Custom House as a ho:^ '.

The MHC conceptually agrees with the reasoning and findings of the Bostcr

Landmarks Commission and accepts the proposed connector with the unders: : .

.

that the bridge will be designed and constructed to maximize its revers:- ...

should its removal be an option at a future date.

.Massachusetts Historical Commission, Judith B. ^\zYionQ\i%\\.ExecxLUve Duecior, State Historic Ftps

80 Bovlston Street, Boston. .Massachusetts 02116 (617) 727-8470

Office of the Secretary of State. Michael J.
Connolly, Secretary





These comments are provided co assise in compliance with Section 106 of the
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended (36 CFR 800).

If you have additional questions, please contact Allen Johnson or me.

Sincerely

,

t^uhith B. McDonough
Executive Director
State Historic Preservation Officer
Massachusetts Historical Commission

cc : Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
Boston Landmarks Commission
Boston Redevelopment Authority
iioston Freer ."ut' c-r. .iMisnce
The Beal Companies. Inc.









MEMORANDUM

TO: FILE

FROM: THOMAS MAISTROS

DATE: JANUARY 16, 1991

SUBJECT: BCDC DESIGN SUBCOMMITTEE MEETING FOR JANUARY 15TH ON
CUSTOM HOUSE

Conmission members present: Alex Krieger, Bill Pineo, Tom
Maistros

The committee met to review two projects; the proposed adaptive
reuse for the Custom House and the schematic design for the World
Trade Center II Development.

CUSTOM HOUSE

Representatives of the Beale Company, Jung/Brannen Architects and
CBT Architects presented the history, evolution and current
proposal for the reuse of the former US Custom House and the
Board of Trade Building into a new 345 room hotel. The proposal
calls for connecting the two buildings with a new
arrival/operations facility to be located at grade on India
Street. Alternatives for a below-grade (tunnel) and a bridge
connection were found to be unfeasible so that an at-grade
connection that would result in the closing of India Street
appeared to be the only alternative.

Alex Krieger made the following comments regarding the propcs-:.:

o The idea of tying together the two buildings
programmatically was fantastic, but he had trouble
accepting the proposed alternative because he belie. ••.

that it was unworthy of the spirit of either the C-.:-:
-

House or the Board of Trade buildings. It was a scr---
which tried to pretend that nothing incongruous was
being added, but in reality radically altered the
entrances to both buildings, diminished their facai-:

and ruined the relationship that each had to the st r-
'

- between them.

o It seemed a misguided attempt at "contextualism"
whereas something more direct , simpler and bolder .• ;

warranted in keeping with the earlier audacious :
.*

very memorable addition to the initial Custom House.

o He suggested two different concepts which might be

pursued

:
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A simple bridge connecting the two buildings at the
height of the lowest level of hotel rooms in the Custom
House Tower approximately levels 5-7. Under this
alternative the Board of Trade building could serve as
main entry from Broad Street to the project, and
contain all of the arrival registration functions
within it. It would serve as a "preamble" for the
Custom House Tower, providing a dramatic but direct
connection to the rooms in the Custom House Tower via
the elevated bridge. This would eliminate the need for
any street-level connection between the two historic
buildings, and thus keep the character of the block,
which is as important as the buildings, like it is
today

.

If the bridge alternative proved unworkable, then a
small free-standing entrance pavilion between the two
buildings might be pursued. As a free-standing
pavilion, it would then require a character of its own

;

occupy the center of the street (like an MBTA kiosk),
thus allow the street to remain public and passable. A
pair of short bridges at a second level might then
connect to the two historic buildings. The advantage
of this alternative would be its acknowledgement that
something new , a proper entrance for the new hotel use,
needed to be added, and that this could have
architectural/urbanistic value in itself, without
building a whole new streetscape between the two
buildings in which the design intention seemed fore.-^st
(and erroneously ) to pretend to be adding nothingl

He hoped that it was understood that his suggestions
were not meant to be taken literally but to inspire i-.e

design team to find and pursue an alternative as
simple, elegant and powerful as the two historic
buildings were themselves.





MEMORANDUM

TO: FILE

FROM: TOM MAISTROS

DATE: JANL'.^.RY 31, 1991

SUBJECT: BCDC DESIGN REVIEW SUBCOMMITTEE MEETING, JAN. 29, 1991

Coranissioners present: Nancy Coolidge, Bill Rawn, Alex Krieger,
and Carol Johnson

Susan Park of the Boston Preservation
Alliance was also present.

Richard Bertman of CBT Architects reviewed the alternatives
presented at the January 15th subcommittee meeting and the nev;

alternatives. Two sets of alternatives were presented, the
"raised landscape" options that created a plaza above the nev;

arrival reception area for the hotel and the Building
alternatives that proposed a free-standing structures connected
to the Board of Trade and the Custom House by bridges.

The comments from BCDC members seeing the project for the first
time (Bill Rawn, Carol Johnson, Nancy Coolidge) echoed those r.ade

by Alex Krieger at the previous meeting. The concept of the
"raised landscape solution" was rejected by the subcommittee for
two reasons:

o The objective should be to maintain to the highest degree
possible the sense of street and this solution was
considered the most destructive of the existing street
pattern. The preservation of the antique street pattern is
considered desirable because of circulation reasons
(pedestrian as well as vehicular) , and because it is felt
that the Custom House as an architectural artifact should be
preserved as an intact form surrounded on four sides by real
streets, as it has always been.

o The structure resulting from the raised landscape apprcajr.
was considered to be pretending not to be a building,
resulting in an ill-defined structure which lacks the fcasic

elements of a building and which appears instead as an
ungainly "foot" on the distinguished Custom House.

A separate lobby building was seen by the subcommittee as the
superior solution for various reasons.

o A separate lobby building also can be designed as an
independent building and would have more architectural
identity and integrity than an appendage to the Custer





House

.

o The lobby building's orthagonal layout with four sides
preserves the sense of street pattern characteristic cf the
district and allows a two-lane India Street to remain. This
allows hotel drop-off and pick-up to occur off of State
Street.

o A separate lobby building, because it attaches to the Custom
House and 131 State only through pedestrian bridges at the
second floor, was considered to have less visual impact on
both the buildings and on the streetscape than the raised
landscape solution.

The lobby building design preferred by the subcommittee had
dimensions of approximately 32 feet by 80 feet. Bill Rav/n
preferred the alternative that minimized the structure although
he recognized that this alternative did create service probler.s.

Other comments made by the commissioners regarding the building
design include:

o The bridges should not enter into the portico or the ornate
facade of 131 State.

o The architecture of the lobby building should not mimic
either the Custom House or 131 State, but instead be an
altogether new, modern structure with different geometry and
materials than the existing structures. A masonry base v.ith
an airy, glassy room above is how Alex Krieger describe;! the
building's design.

o Locating the service entrance/loading docks could be a ~,ajcr
problem with some of the alternatives and the proponent ~ust
be particularly sensitive to the potential impacts to the
pedestrian environment.

The BRA has indicated that it would like to establish a working
committee of representatives from the BRA Design Staff, BCDC
members and preservation groups to continue to review and rerine
the design subsequent to the BCDC sign-off on the concept. I he
BRA Director is looking to the BCDC to take the lead in rescl •.• ir.:;

the project's design issues.





MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

DATE:

SUBJECT:

BCDC COMMISSIONERS

BCDC STAFF

FEBRUARY 5, 1991

CUSTOM HOUSE

The BRA has requested the BCDC review at its earliest convenience
the proposed redevelopment of the U.S. Custom House Tower. The
Sub-committee on Design reviewed the proposal at its January 16th
meeting and at a special meeting held on January 29th.

The proposal calls for the conversion of the Custom House and the
Board of Trade Building (131 State) into a 345 room hotel. A nev;

arrival/reception structure would be located at grade in betv.-een
the two existing buildings connecting them at grade forcing a

partial or complete closing of India Street. The commissioners
expressed the following design concerns to be addressed:

o The arrival/reception structure should be designed as an
independent building to minimize the amount of street lost.
This approach is preferred over the raised landscape
approach

.

o The sense of street should be maintained to the highest
degree possible.

o Bridges connecting the Tower and 13 1 State should be
minimized and should not penetrate the portico of the tc..::.
Additional study is needed to determine their exact
location

.

o Architecture of the new building should not replicate the
style of the existing buildings.

o Service entries and/or loading docks may seriously impacr
the streetscape/pedestrian environment and will require
additional study.

The BRA is proposing the establishment of a review committee cr

preservation and design interests to continue to refine the
proposal

.

Appropriate motion follows:

That the Commission is favorably disposed to the adapti.e
reuse proposal for the U.S. Custom House and 131 State
Street, including the <l?hree story addition that would
establish a new, independent arrival/ reception buildin.;





minimizing the closing of the existing India Street.

This motion was passed and subsequent motion was made:

That the Chairman be asked to name two members of the
Commission to a special task force to be establish by the
BRA for continued review of the Custom House Tower and 13 1

State Street.

The Chairman indicated that Alex Krieger and Carol Johnson would
serve on that task force.





BOSTON CIVIC DESIGN COMMISSION

The meeting of the Boston Civic Design Commission (Commission)
was held on Tuesday, February 5, 1991, in the Gabriel Piemonte
Room, at Boston City Hall, beginning at 5:00 PM.

Members in at indance were: John de Monchaux, Chairman of the
Commission, Nancy Coolidge, William Rawn , Alex Krieger, Carol
Johnson, Robert Rhault, Karen Alschuler.

Absent: Donald Stull, Syvalia Hymann, S. Joseph Hoffman, William
Pineo

Also in attendance was Tom Maistros (TM) , the Commission's staff
professional

.

The Chairman announce that this was the meeting of the Boscon
Civic Design Commission that meets the first Tuesday of every
month, at 5:00 PM. He welcomed all persons interested in
attending. This hearing was duly advertised on Wednesday,
January 30, 1991, in THE BOSTON HERALD .

The first item on the agenda was the review of the Central Artery
letter, which constitutes the Commission's views and
recommendations on the Central Artery Plan and the Boston 2000
Plan, which was discussed at the January 8, 1991 meeting.

Carol Johnson and Alex Krieger were recused from this issue.

The Chairman explained that the objective of tonight's meeting
regarding this item, was to come to a full expression and
agreement on the letter, adopt it and forward it to the Chairman
of the BRA Board of Directors.

The Chairman asking if the Commission felt this report or letter
•.•/as an appropriate way to respond. The Chairman noted that if

the BRA fails to take the Commission's advice, they would have tc
address the Commission in writing. He noted that this report
constitutes a very complex piece of advice to the BRA.

TM explained that in accordance with Article 28 this letter
suggests that there is a need for modification's to the plan and
that this letter is in effect the recommended modifications. I r.

a sense, this letter is an approval witn modifications to the
plan and these are the recommendations.

The Chairman asking the Commission that when the new draft of the

plan is available, would the Commission have a chance to make a

recommendation on the later draft.

Homer Russell (HR) stated that his understanding was that the
letter, by itself, could go on record as the Commission's
comments and portions of the letter could be inserted into the
document. The Commission's views would then be contained withir.
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the plan.

The Chairman suggested for the time being that the Commission
transmit the letter with the Commission's views and asked that
the BRA keep the Commission updated on the happenings of the BRJ^.

Board regarding the Artery Plan.

Eric Schmidt (ES) stated that the BRA is in the process of
•.vriting performance guidelines and suggested that this month the
BRA meet with the Subcommittee on Guidelines to discuss those
guidel ines

.

The Commission reviewed the draft letter page by page to discuss
any issues the Commission may have. Karen Alschuler (KA) made
so~e written comments on the letter that were distributed and
discussed as the Commission reviewed the letter. The Commission,
having very minor comments on the letter, motioned to approve
and, following revisions, would forward the letter to the BRA
Director ASAP.

ES commented that the BRA is in the process of working through
some of the issues that the Commission has raised, i.e. the
performance guidelines. ES feels there is nothing in the letter
that he sees as being problematic. The BRA has asked the State
to look into their structural system and see if it will allow for
continuous or uniform loading as well as point loading at all
locations. ES is not certain they will get at all the
conditions. ES suggested that by the time the subcommittee on
guidelines is scheduled to meet, the BRA can update the
Commission as to where the tunnel design is at and what issues
are closed.

A motion was made seconded and unanimously,

VOTED: That the letter as redrafted incorporating KA's
additions and agreed to tonight be forwarded at the
earliest opportunity to the Chairman of the BRA Board.

The next item on the agenda was the review of the Custom House
Tower and 131 State Street. Carol Johnson (CJ) gave a summary
from the sub-committee on Design's meeting on January 29, 199 1.

CJ summarized that the sub-committee reviewed previous proposals
and options. The sub-committee had a strong preference that the

arrival/reception structure be an independent building to

minimize the amount of the street lost and the sub-committee teit

that the public street edge around the tower be maintained. The

"raised landscape" approach did not offer the special "Boston

quality" the Commission was looking for. The sense of street .s

very important. The subcommittee felt the bridges connecting tr.e

tower to 131 State should be minimized and should not penetrate
the portico of the tower. The architecture of the new building
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should not replicate the style of the existing two buildings.
Service to these buildings was a difficult issue and would
require some careful study. The Commission made an appropriate
r.ct ion

:

That tne Cor,.T.ission is favorably disposed to the adaptive reuse
proposal for the U.S. Custom House and 131 State Street, that
would establish a new, independent arrival/reception building
minimizing the closing of the existing India Street.

The Chairman asked that with the benefits of the sub-commitrees
views which of these issues had been discussed with the
proponent? TM stated that the developer has had time to do
additional studies and review with BRA staff. ES introduced the
nev; development concepts. He stated that the BRA has worked
closely with CBT and their design team looking at the
alternatives that were requested by the sub-committee on design.
CBT feels they have made great progress on the issues raised by
the Commission as well as the Landmark's Commission.

Richard Bertman, principal, CBT, gave a detailed summary of the
three existing schemes for dealing with the connection between
the Custom House and 131 State. He stated that the sub-committet
felt there should be more separation between the Custom House an:

131 State.

ES reiterated that the main issue the BRA design staff were
concerned with was whether or not there was enough space to adJ :

third free-standing element?

HR stated that the Landmark's Commission will be the primary
agency with the most statutory review power. The Landmark's
Commission has not seen this entire presentation and Homer feels
that on the basis of the option's, they would choose the elevate.
landscape scheme. He noted that there are six groups altogether
that have some responsibility for the decision of this project.
Landmark's Commission (with the most authority), the BRA, Mass.
Historic Commission, the BCDC, Transportation Dept. and the
Preservation Alliance. With the involvement of all these groups
HR requested that the Commission appoint two members to join a

task force in order to come to some sort of closure or opinion z:

this very difficult design problem. A cohesive response from
these combined groups would help narrow things down for the
developers for when they talk to the hotelier. HR stated that zr.-

pre-schematic approach should be formalized as quickly as
possible

.

The Chairman suggested the Commission hear comments from the
public and the Commission and they will take up HR's suggesticr.
later on in the meeting.
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The Chairman asked for comments from the public.

Andy HcClurg (AM), Boston Transportation Department (BTD),
co-.-ented thar r:e was glad to see what was being proposed and the
design preser-. =3 the sense of the street. He feels that one
issue that should be kept in mind at all times is the street that
15 left. It is important to look at the width of the remaining
street and how that street functions. If there is a hotel,
options need to be made available in terms of accommodating the
drop-offs and deliveries. He is concerned with the height of the
bridge and feels the way it looks now would be an issue for the
fire department. The BTD has indicated that they have concerns
with access to 131 State and through the area in general and the
fire department is open for discussion on that issue. AM is
confident that BTD can work with the fire department to devise
alternate routes.

William Rawn (WR) stated that the presentation the sub-committee
saw last week was in reference to scher.e =3 (a free standing
building) . WR feels the subcommittee was very excited about the
direction the project was heading and suggested that the
Commission make such comments for the record as they move into
the next sequence.

AK supported a motion in support of scheme »3. He questioned '.-.hy

the canopy was necessary. AK did not like the other schemes and
feels he would only support scheme =3.

HR stated that it is premature to suggest that scheme *3 would
not be the one that came out as a result of the BRA design
review. HR suggested AK use his persuasiveness to convince zhe
other Commission members the importance of scheme 3. There is n:

predisposition towards any scheme and the idea of a special
committee would create a forum where each of the scheme's
strengths and weaknesses could be discussed. HR asked that RE

explain in more depth why scheme =3 was deficient and why he wer.t

on to explore scheme #4 (a glass addition to 131 State) to solve
some of the inherent problems of scheme =3. The problems with
scheme 43 is not exclusively architectural.

KA stated that in terms of civic goals and design, the Commissi;-,

must be concerned with the quality of the landmark historic
buildings, while at the same time, balancing it against the rcl-e-

and vitality of the street and the pedestrian spaces. KA feels

the stairs are a very important issue in this discussion. KA

feels this is a very difficult design challenge to make this

hotel work.

George McGoldrick (GM) , of the Beal Company, stated the proble-
with this project is the two buildings. With 2/3 of the hotel

rooms being put at 131 State St., the goal of the connector -.vc-. ;
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be that everyone entering the hotel will be treated equally.

WR restated the motion, it was moved and seconded.

An amendment was made to that motion that would include the three
floor addition to 131 State Street.

WR then suggested a separate motion suggesting two members from
the Commission to serve on the task force for further review of
the Custom House.

TM pointed out that there is no schematic design submission for
this project and the BRA is asking the Commission to give the BPJ

and the developer their sentiments at this time.

RB asked whether the Commission felt there was no other scher.e

than scheme =3 that is appropriate for this building?

WR stated that what the Commission is trying to stress is that
they like scheme ?3 very much and at this stage scheme =3 is tne
strongly preferred scheme over the raised landscape approach.

AK stated that he is astonished at the proposal before them
(scheme ?4) and would prefer nothing where the bridge is. He's
not saying that the building between the two buildings is not
wonderful but rather with some sort of glass canopy it would r^:--.-

it more wonderful with less.

TM stated that the Commission is being asked to review three
alternatives all of which suggest that additional square focta^e
needs to be added. Of the three basic alternatives, the
Commission's preferred alternative is an independent building
(scheme ?3). Later on in the process the Commission can
concentrate more on issues of programing.

HR explained why scheme »4 was developed. Primarily, the
preservation groups felt it was important to reconstruct the
stairs at the foot of the portico. In speaking with BTD it -.^33

evident to the developers that they needed the street a certain
width. There was not enough room to reconstruct the stairs, -.e-.-

the street and do a free standing building, hence the free
standing building became a glass canopy that was pushed agairst

131 State St. with the bridge connection overhead. It is

impossible to solve all the problems simultaneously and the S?A

is asking the task force to decide on the hierarchy of issues.

The Chairman recognized that this is a "wicked problem" to be

dealt with. The Chairman suggested the Commission look at tr.e

motion on the table and look upon the motion being expressed is

an input to a dialogue, to a process from this particular
Commission that is examining public realm issues and not
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exclusively at building landmark or traffic issues. It is the
Chairman's sense that the motion expresses the point the
Ccrr.mission has reached and they proceed to vote on both motions
and they look " orward to a resolution to this "wicked problem" m
due course.

CJ stated that because it has been made clear that the root of
the difficulty has been lack of square footage, she asked if more
of the building program below grade could be devoted to
increasing the mass (height) of the new above grade building?

Robert Brannen, Jung Brannen stated that the scheme rises or
falls on 6-7,000 sq. ft. and they must be in the right place.
Mr. Brannen is somewhat skeptical whether or not this plan could
work as a hotel.

The motion was unanimously

VOTED: That the Commission is favorably disposed to the
adaptive reuse proposal for the U.S. Custom House and
131 State Street, including the three story addition
that would establish a new, independent
arrival/reception building minimizing the closing of
the existing India Street.

This motion was passed and a subsequent motion was unanimous! y

VOTED: That the Chairman be asked to neune two members of the
Commission to a special task force to be established by
the BRA for continued review of the Custom House Tower
and 131 State Street.

The Chairman indicated that Alex Krieger and Carol Johnson would
serve on such task force.

The next item on the agenda was the approval of the minutes of

the Commission meeting of December 4, 1991 and January 8, 1991,
that were distributed to the Commission prior to tonight's
meeting.

A motion was duly made, seconded, and unanimously

VOTED: To approve the minutes from the December 4, 1991 and
the January 8, 1991 Boston Civic Design Commission
meeting.

The next item on the agenda was the review of the Brigham &

Women's Clinical Support Facility.

TM stated that the Brigham and Women's Hospital has proposed to

the BRA to add a 246,000 -ross square foot clinical support
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facility on their existing campus. The BRA currently has ccntrci
of tr.is site by a PDA and this proposal vould be modifying that
PDA. Reviews have been going on with the BRA staff for several
.T.onths and the schedule for this project would be to hopefully
take a recommendation on the project from the Commission to the
BRA Board late March. TM recommended the project go to the
subcommittee on review and return the project to the full
Commission at their March meeting with a recommendation. There
are several items the BRA has brought up that they would like the
Commission to focus on. They include: 1. The general treatment
of the building facade 2. The pedestrian circulation on both the
major public streets (Francis Street and Shattuck Street). 3.

The public recognition of entrance for this building both on
Shattuck Street and Francis Street. 4. Circulation and
landscaping improvements for the complex.

TM introduced Michael Hunter (MH) , Deputy Director for
Institutional Planning, BRA. MH summarized that Brigham &

Wom.en ' s Clinical Support Facility represents one of four major
institutional projects that will be coming before the BRA in
1991. This project has undergone extensive design and community
review in the Mission Hill area. MH is hoping the issues the BRA
have raised are issues that the Commission can help the BRA with
to improve the project overall. MH turned the meeting over to
Rich Kobus (RK) , Tsoi Kobus Associates.

RK gave a background about the building and the complex in
general, and explained the makeup of the area. RK stated that
the building is being developed to compliment the existing
clinical facility (tower), in particular to expand and really
lead the pack in the maternal medicine program. He noted that
Brigham and Women's has outgrown their current facility. The
massing for the building has been scaled to try and match other
buildings in the area. RK discussed the entrances and stressed
the importance of getting people back out to the outside. HR
discussed the pedestrian connections through the Longwood Medical
Area focusing on the lack of north/south connectors to the
medical area. They have been working closely with the BRA to
make a major pedestrian connector from Vining Street (which goes
to the Mission Hill housing project and parking garage) through
the proposed building and then on to the Children's building.

The Chairman asked if the Brigham Green improvements would be

part of the March meeting?

MH stated that the Brigham Green and the Tower Connector are pari

of the PDA document and this could be discussed at the next full

Commission meeting.

RK stated that the patient entrance will be redeveloped as well

as the entry drive. A new gallery will be created across the
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front of the hospital and the entry drive would be internalized
to get the pedestrians in the hospital sooner. The hospital
•.vould like to create a more welcoming environment, similar to the
Ambulatory II Building, and an effective circulation device to
assist movement through the campus.

AK asked how important it is for the Commission to review the
building? He did not perceive there to be major issues for the
Commission to address. The project does not appear to have a
major impact on the public environment, (not Shattuck Street)
although he would not say the same for the public passageway of
the Tower Lobby and Brigham Green.

TM pointed out that the major concerns raised by the BRA have to
do with the organization of the circulation in the area; not only
how it interfaces with this particular section of Longwood but as
it interfaces with larger areas. There would be an opportunity
through design subcommittee review to take a look at aspects of
that circulation system. TM noted a contribution from the
subcommittee could be helpful.

U'R asked if the subcommittee was to renew the project that there
be a more detailed description of the Shattuck Street resolution
and a more detailed site plan as to what happens on the
Children's Hospital side of Shattuck Street.

RK stated that although the Tower Lobby while it is an importar.*:
part of this project, it can't be directly a part of this pro]ect
because of the State's Department of Public Health's designation
of "need law". The State tries to determine or evaluate the cost
of the project against benefit of the project or rather the
reimbursable cost of a project against patient care. Brigham i

Women's has discussed with the BRA a commitment to build the
Tower Lobby, do the Shattuck Street and Brigham Green
improvement, these projects can occur, somewhat in sequence but
they can not be directly linked to one another.

TM asked for a clarification from BRA staff as to what they are
looking for approval on. Since the items being discussed are
included in the PDA there is need for further review of these
item.s. The Chairman stated that of these issues related
specifically to the "adjunct public realms".

A motion was made seconded and unanimously

VOTED: That the Subconunittee on Design take the Brigham and
Women's Clinical Support Facility take this project up
for further review at their February 26, 1991 meeting
and asks that the project come back to the full
Commission at the March 5, 1991.
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The Chairman noted for working purposes that he is going to
assume, regardless of the jurisdictional boundaries of the DPH,
the Commission is looking at a single environment and the BRA is

interested in f.aving the Commission's views on those attributes
of that environment that contribute to the public realm.

The next item on the agenda was the referral of the Fort Point
Channel District Guidelines to the subcommittee on guidelines
2/19/91 as it was in the early draft forms. KA noted that the
subcommittee on guidelines did meet and did receive some
background materials. BR noted that the Fort Point Channel
guidelines could be reviewed further at the 2/19/91 meeting and
cone back to the full Commission with recommendations at the
3/5/91 meeting.

Peter Smith, CBT, noted that the BSA has a focus team that is
also reviewing the Fort Point Channel guidelines. He will let
the focus team know where the Commission is in regards to these
guidelines. The Chairman invited any focus team to attend the
subcommittee meeting.

The next item on the agenda is the further schematic design
review of the World Trade Center II (buildings).

Karen Alschuler recused herself from this item on the agenda.

ES stated that the staff has reviewed TM ' s comments on the
Commission's views of issues that are still outstanding which
Richard Bertman can address. The QPJk feels the developers have
done a good job in addressing those issues and the BRA is

certainly happy with the direction the project is going. During
design development the BRA can rectify the issues that are
outlined in the Commission's motion. The BRA feels the
developers are on the right track.

AK stated that the subcommittee on design has no major concerns
since the last meeting, other than suggestions of continuing tc

resolve the issues raised. AK discussed the issues that the
Commission raised at the 1/29/91 subcommittee on design meeting
and some issues that should be brought up: 1. They were
encouraged by the modifications of the Northern Avenue sidewalk
open space; setting back the west tower and making a wider open
space. 2. They asked questions regarding the nature of the
elevations and study the facades of each building; re: Are the

buildings intended to be of "one mind" or all different? AK
suggested we push for their individuality. 3. On the basis of

their elevations, to what extent do the four elevations of eacr.

building need to address some common goal? 4. Make the Northerr.

Avenue pedestrian bridge to World Trade Center I less symmetric::

with the two sides having similar treatments. 5. Further study
of the exedra/drop-off at the plaza level; it was considered tic:
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fori?,al and further study of its scale and character were deer.ed
necessary

.

TM noted that much has been done to directly address those issues
and asked RB to focus on these issues.

RB expressed that they view this project as one center with the
intent of stressing the similarities. RB described some of tne
issues raised by the Commission visually. One of the concerns
was the relationship from the base to the tower.

AK asked what exactly the Commission is approving?

The Chairman shares AK ' s comment and if it is the Commission's
objective tonight to recommend approval of the schematic design
to the BRA, issues of setback and issues of positive design are
crucial to the public realm. The Commission could frame a noticr.
approving things, subject to maximizing the setback etc. but he
would like to be guided as to issues that have been raised ar.d

not lose sight of the objectives the Commission thinks are
important to achieve in design development.

RB would like to keep as much flexibility as possible m the vote
taken.

TM stated at the conclusion of the last subcommittee meeting,
that the members were generally in agreement that the project .. is

moving in the right direction. The Commission is more concer-.e::

with the urban contextual treatments and less with facade
treatments. TM feels progress has been made an these issues, ir_:

recommended that the project be approved with a note that cert a..-.

modifications still need to be made. TM suggested that poss.c./
the Commission could review this project again in design
development just for them to see how the project had responded t-

the issues.

The Chairman stated that he senses that the Commission wants t-

give direction more than simply give an inventory of the issues
without implying what direction to take the schematic design, .-

a way that would be more responsive to the Commission's concer^-

He ' s suggesting the motion TM suggests does not give an
appropriate direction.

WR stated that with other projects they were being asked to

approve a specific design that was quite far along and they a v.

-

approval based on that plan. WR feels this project is not at

that level of resolution.

RB stated projects like Prudential were much further along.

Don Klabin, (DK) BRA Staff, stated that essentially this prce.--
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has come before the Commission in parallel with proposed zoning
and design guidelines that define that zoning which is a large
area and is mostly vacant land which poses a problem that over
the years hav - condensed the issues into a small list. This is

the first project in this massive district and guidelines have
been developed in parallel with design review for the project.
Had the area been more established, the project would have been
able to be further along but by bringing all the zoning in
simultaneously it in a sense has "dampened" the progress of the
project

.

Brian Dacey, John Drew Co., stated that the plaza level has to go
through another review process and they would like some direction
on certain points from the Commission. It is important to them
because they are presently speaking with financiers.

The Chairman stated that the BRA has no upcoming schematic design
approvals for the buildings, hence the Commission could pause on
its consideration of this project until the BRA was ready for its
advice

.

BD stated that his understanding is that the BFLA ' s approval would
probably be much the same as the Commission; that certain issues
need to be resolved in design development.

DK stated the comment period on the FPIR has expired and that
very few comments were received. The project has been deemed
adequate. DK recommended approving the schematic design
submission with the proviso that they continue to explore things
that will meet the Commission's objectives and as a group fra-.e

what the areas of concern are. The BFIA will make sure the
developers continue to focus on these issues.

There was continued discussion as to what level of approval v.-as

deem.ed necessary.

BRA and WTCII requested either sign off on schematic package with
balance of outstanding issues to be resolved through BRA design
development review or specific direction from BCDC as to
resolution of remaining issues.

The Chairman asked if it was appropriate to make a motion of pre-

schematic approval with request that in due course the Commission
would have an opportunity to make a recommendation for approval
of the schematic design proposal?

The Chairman stated that the Commission endorses the massing, the

siting of the buildings, the need for facade development and the

Commission seeks an opportunity to express schematic design
approval in respect to the areas as yet unresolved, specifically
the plaza its use and configuration and the setbacks of the
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garage structure on Northern Avenue.

The Chairman offered a direction on the schematic design of these
pieces (the plaza and the setback take) . The Chairman stressed
that the Commission endorse the key attributes and on those
matters that are still subject to schematic design, urge that the
maximum setback possible for the parking structure be achieved on
Northern Avenue and the design for the plaza incorporate the
potential for asymmetry and additional structures of greater
public interest than is present. The Commission would like the
opportunity to review those aspects of the scheme that are
subject which have not yet reached the schematic design stage
(plaza and the setback of the parking structure)

.

WR does not like the thought of approving the siting of the left
building when the Commission does not know where the middle
building is going to be.

A motion was made, seconded and unanimously

VOTED: That the Commission recommends approval of the
schematic design components of the World Trade Center
II proposal, other than the plaza design and the
dimensions and open space of the southern edge of
Northern Avenue.

In respect to these areas we recommend that further
schematic design be undertaken that enhances the
potential of the plaza, that acknowledges the value of
asymmetry in the design of that plaza, that develops a

distinctive open space concept for the northern edge.
The Commission seeks an opportunity to recommend
schematic design approval at a future date, in respect
to the above elements.

RB asked if it was the legislation that limits the Commission tc

schematic design?

TM pointed out that although the developers were a bit unhappy
with the finding, a large chunk of the project has been
recommended for approval.

The Chairman suggested that TM look at the Commission's role ncre
carefully, to ensure the Article 31 guidelines, in terms of

developers submission for a site of this scale, are adequately
and appropriately defined, to give this Commission an opportunif,
to be definitive in its reaction to those attributes of that
design that are going to effect the public realm. The proponent
seeks greater flexibility than the Commission would customarily
expect to find still resonant in a schematic design.
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The Chairman reiterated that the Commission is a resource to the
BRA and to the public of Boston to conduct a dialogue about
issues effecting the public realm out loud, in an accessible way
and to build up a "common law" experience of concerns that should
be addressed and understood when designing major additions to
Boston. The Commission has been in existence exactly one year
and he hopes the annual report will help in sifting through the
minutes and remind the public, the proponents and the BRA staff
of that subset of concerns that seem to be of special importance.
It turns out that the pedestrian experience lies at the center of
the concerns the Commission members have articulated over the
last year. It may not always be possible to have an open
dialogue early on in a project but the Chairman hopes that the
BRA staff can better anticipate today what the Commission's
concerns are than they could a year ago. The Chairman is in
favor of an early look at a project.

BD shared the public process he experiences as a developer and
the amount of people one has to go before in the process. He
feels they could have saved a lot of time getting the
Com.mission ' s opinion prior to going before the State who can try
and act like developers.

BR referred to the Chapter 91 process and asked whether or not
the Commission should start a better dialogue process with the
State in terms of open spaces.

WR stated that it would make sense for the developers to make the
transfer from the city to the States needs more effective. The
Commission would like to really encourage dialogue.

A motion was made, seconded and unanimously

VOTED: To ask the Chairman to pursue a means of establishing
dialogue with the State officials in charge of Chapter
91 review.

The Chairman agreed to explore the most appropriate form with the

BRA Director of achieving a closer liaison with those (like the

State) who find themselves concerned with the same design issues

as the Commission.

The meeting adjourned at 9:45 PM





MEMORANDUM

To: BCDC Commissioners

From: BCDC StalY

Dale: April ::,1991

Subiect: Custom House

The BCDC mitially reviewed ihe preschematic design tor the U.S. Custom House on February 5th and
referred the project design subcommittee tor continued review, A. Krieger and C. Jt)hnson \vere

selected to coordinate with the Boston Landmarks Commission iBLCi \>.hich has staiutorv reMe\>.

responsibility for the proposed redevelopment. The BCDC representatives participated in two landmarks
subcommittee reviews expressing BCDC concerns. Subsequently, a BLC meeting was held and a

statement adopted recommendmg that:

o Due to potential impacts to the existing monumental stairs on India Street and the need to

accommodate Boston Transportation Department requirement that India Su-eet remain open, the

best altemauve was to design an addition to I'M State Street's India Street enuancc. and

o To connect the two buildings with a bridge ihji cmcrs into the center ol the Custom House
portico.

.Although the proposal does address the BCDC's ^oiKcrns regarding the streeL'open space design and
does appear to be the best alternative considering all ni the limitations being imposed on the project, the

subcommittee members did express some concerns regarding the design of the addition and the location

of the bridge. Four concerns were raised:

o The addition proposed for 131 State did too niu^h lo niimic the existing building. The addmon
should make a bolder statement as both an enu-\ and j new component to the building.

The addition is a strange collection oi c>lmdrii.al l>.irms that do not seem to belong to the

existing building,

o .Although the BLC has focused on the view ojid approach to the Custom House from Quinc>

Market as being the more important, from an urban design standpoint, the view up India Sircei

IS more prominent and in that sense more imp<irtani in creating the sense of an urban place

The location of the bndge should be reconsidered due the impact on this view, approach and

creation of urban space.

Connectmg the bndge into the center of the portico is av».kward and uncomfortable The BLC's
argument that this approach is best because u Uxtks like a temporary solution and is iheretorc

reversible might make sense from an historu p*jim ot mcw but is a suspect solution from .m

urban design point of view.

Whereas the BCDC is reviewing this project at a prcs^hematic level, the Commission's rcspi-nv,

according its By-Laws is to be m the form of an inlornul adMsorv coniment only.

An appropriate motion follows:

That the Commission acknowledges that the design proposal to consuuct an addition lo ihc

India Street elevation of 131 State witii a sev.ond level bridge connection to the Custom Hounc

appears to be an acceptable solution in regard to making the proposed hotel feasible The

Commission notes that additional study is needed to refine the massing and detailing o\ these

new elements and it will review these elements and render a recommendation on the propov.ii

when the schematic design package is submitted





TO: BCDC Commissioners

FROM: BCDC Staff

DATE: September 3. 1991

SL'BJECT: Custom House Hotel Schematic Design Submission

At Its Apnl 2 public meeting, the BCDC voted:

That the Commission acknowledges that the design proposal to construct an addition to the

India Street elevation of 131 State with a second level bridge connection to the Custom

House appears to be an acceptable solution in regard to making the proposed hotel

feasible. The Commission notes that additional studv is needed to refine the massing and

detailing of these new elements and it v^iU review these elements and render a

recommendation on the proposal when the schematic design package is submitted.

The Boston Landmarks Commission will be taking actum on the schematic submission for the

Custom House at its September 10 public hearuig to determine the "appropnateness" of the

proposed solution, especially pertaining to the massing and detailing of the new bndge and the

addition to 131 State.

The BR.A will be taking action on the proposal b\ the end of September and is therefore looking

to the BCDC for its recommendation on the bchemati^ design ot the project.

The project has made mmor advances m the massing and detailing oi the addition as well as ;:.-.•

treatment of public realm. It is anticipated that the Boston L.uidmarks Commission will be

approving the proposal based on funher review of these same elements.

The BR.A and the project proponent are presenting the schematic design plan to:

1. Gain direction from the BCDC on schematic elements of the plan such as massing oj: :

detailing of the bridge, and

2. To receive a recommendation for approval o\ the schematic design concept for the (.
.-•

House/131 State Street hotel proposal so that the proiect can move forward with its ,••
•

to secure financing.

The Commission voted the following:

That the Commission recommends approval ot the schematic design proposal to con^-; .

additions to 131 State Street and a second level bridge connection to the Custom He .

subject to the relocation of the bridge to the nonh or south of the Custom House's .>.•.•

portico mamtaining the integrity of that e\isiing ponico and stau-s.
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BCDC - Custom House - September 3. 1991

I) Schematic Design Submission refined from earlier •^ubmi'^sion streetscape treatments are

still being developed .md uiU be presented as pan of the McKinle> Square Improvement

Plan

' Project i> on the fast track with end oi September targeted for BRA and rmancing

approvals

Proiect is requesting recommendation for approval u ith direction as to the appropriatenes-

of the proposed design vocabulary.
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BOSTON CIVIC DFSK.N COMMISSION

The — ee::::^ ct ihe Boston Cimc Design Coir.ini-viv'n C.-;"inis-ion i Aas heiJ ..\n Tuesda\

.

September 3. 1991. jn :he Gabriel P;e;r.on:e RovMr,. .;t B. -ton Citv Hali oej;;-,r.'.ng at 5:5 p rr.

Mirr.bt:- .n a::er.Jance '.>-ere: John Jeinon^haux. Ciuimian T :he Co!r,:r.;N>u:>n. ^\'lllia!rl P_r.eo.

Rocerr Rha^ir. Joseph Horfman. Donald Stull. Alex Kne'ger and CaivM Jiihn^on.

Ab--er.t: Karen Alschuler. William Ra'.>.n. S>'. ai;a H>:Tiaii

Also ui attendance wai Tom Maistros 'TMi tlie Cominission's star: professional.

The Chairman announced that this ^^as the meetuig or' the Boston Cr. :c Desiizn Commivsion that

meets the first Tuesday of every month. He 'Aeicomed ail persons interested in attending. This

hear-jig a^,-, da:> adsenised on Sati..rda>. Aau-^-t Z-l. '•)')[ ;n THE BOSTON HERALD
"

T!-.e tirst ;tem on the agenda -a as the approval or tr.e \Ieeti;ig Minute^ rrom the July 2. 1991

public meeting, uhich uere distributed to tiie CnnmisMoner's pnor to tonight's meeting,

A motion 'Aas made, seconded .ind dui>

\ OTED: That the Commission approve the Minutes from the July 2. 1991 Commission

meeting.

The next item discussed uas the vote on the Pradential Center Redevelopment.

The BCDC had previously reviey.ed the Prudential Center Redevelopment at the June 5. 19^i'

Commission Meeting. A motion was made at that time, but no formal vote was taken. The

Chairm.an read the proposed motion aito the record.

TM updated the Commissioner's on the project. The groundbreaking vuU be takmg place in a

^ouple of -.veeks wuh the retail arcades moving rorvvard. The tower, the vvork around the south

garden and the component around Huntington .Avenue aiH not move forwarci

The Chairman asked about the status of schematic approval for the retail arcades.

TM responded that the BCDC has reviewed and appro'. ed the retail arcades but there was not

actual e.xecution of the motion form.

.\ motion was made, seconded and duly

\ OTED: To express approval of the current design proposals for Phase I of the

Prudential Center Redevelopment including: 1) Huntington Avenue entrv 2

the Huntington .Avenue facade 3i the treatment design of the arcades 4) the

tower design and its connection to the base and 5) the concept of the south
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garden and to await \nth interest further prn<jress on the Huntington Avenue
streetscape. the Exeter facade, ihe jrucerv >t(jre. the housing buildinas and
any remaining streetscape issues.

T'r.e :-.e\t irein on th^ ztnda 'ajs the Evecuir. e Dire^^^r'^ Report.

TM pre^er.teJ .'. Jrar't .-op^ or the BCDC Arinu.il Repoit to tiie Ci)min!N>ioner\ jiid updated them
on ;t\ status.

TMS also summarized a letter the BCDC ;ecei\ed trom the ad hoc Coahtion :n Chariestouii

regarding the development of the Ship>ard. The letter raises some concerns about future piannm-j

panicularly the relocation ot Building "5 It is Minph asking that the Executive Office or

E;n ironmental Arfairs do some additional studies regarduig that future development and also .::es

differences betueen this and earlier plans that had been approved. TM stated that a copv or the

letter uouid be available to Commissioners per their request

The next item discussed was the Design Guidelines Subcommittee Report on the Central .\ner\

.Alex Krieger (.AKi reported on two of the Central .\ner\ Subcommittee Meetings.

The July S. 1991 subcommittee meeting focussed on tratfic conditions at intersections alons the

neu surface street s>stem. The State engineers reponed that a fair number of intersections could

not be perceived as normal due to various highwav standards. A concession was agreed upon
between City and State to lay conduit underneath an> intersection that could not be as a four wav

crossmg. so that they could be signalized m the future. The Commissioners asked a number or

questions about uidividual intersections. The Commissumers recommendation to the State ajs ;

continue to find ua\s to maximize pedestrian crossings at as man> uitersections as possible. Th.

BCDC wanted to communicate to the State that the current pedestrian intersection plan is

unacceptable and would not be approved.

Bc>b Rhault iBRi summanzed the meetmg or Juh 10. looi_ The meeting concentrated on the

Landscape, Interpretive Concepts with representatives from Wallace Floyd and Carol Johnson and

.Associates. The issues dealt mostK with landscape elements (street trees, markers, and signage

to create a unified image and reinforce the idea or ^ontinuit> along the corridor. The

Commissioner's feel the plan still needs focus m terms oi framework and concept. Other

elements were highlighted that could contribute to tlie larger svstem including vest pocket parks.

interpretive centers for each district, combination or tree t\pes. and street amenities such a^

benches and orienting devices.

.AK continued with the summary of the .August 2~ subcommittee meeting which was a follow-up

to the meeting of July 16th. The two issues discussed were the design of the streets and sidewalk

improvements. Representatives from Wallace Flovd. Carol Johnson and Associates and the St.ite

re-presented the July 16 concepts and also expressed additional concerns and ideas. The

Commissioners were pleased with the landscape structures in places where trees could not be used

and noted the opportunities to expand the use ot these elements to highlight panicular distncis

They also suggested that the comdor be perceived as two streets, not as a single boulevard.
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Also, die Commissioners questioned ^"'In the ro:iJuj> had an in>ide and an outside. The

roadways Nhouid be viewed as a street with t'.v.o vides. The Commissioners vuggeisted :nai :hc

next step to be to review the historic information and attempt to distinguish uhat mii:ht be

extracted a.s pan of the guidelines. The Comir.isNion re;tera;ed their con\iction that as a central

eleir.e:::. there needs to be an understandable ^.v^ncepi ih.at ties all ot the ;dea,> together uith the

pieces of the past r -ng one of the issues.

The Chairm^i stated that the Commission exists as a reMe-A bodv to revieu and approse public

and private works in the City oi Boston and pan ot the tormal process to do this is to recei". e a

presentation on a project, consider it. and then recommend approval or disapproval to the BR,A.

The Central .Axtery is following a somewhat different path m that they do not have a proposed

project for schematic approval. The Commission h.is been maintaming an on-goma dialoeue 'Auh

the State on v<.ork that is presently under-^ay. Tl'.e Chairman a.sked the Commission members if

they would like to continue as a dialogue partner .'. I'ii the State during the design process or

would they like to stand back until somethaig is r.'r:r..iiiy presented to them for approval or

disapproval.

Bill Pineo iBPi belie-. es that the dialogue prvv^rss ••

project should contmue. because it's \ery impci":.;:'.;

the process, than to sit back and allou something :,

of the process they uill be ab.e to nudge the prv>-^.

more appropriate.

Don Stuil i DS ) agrees ^wth Bill Pineo. He jI^^^ -"e.

the project once the development schedule becomes

Bob Rhault iBRi and .AK also agree wuh the o:he:

have been useful and he feels that the issues that ;.-

Anery proponents. He -vvould like to structure ::-,e

presentation to either full Commission or SuPl> ' •

.'•een u-e BCDC and the Central .\nery

^' :i.i'. e dn interplay of ideas and be pan ot

^e added at a later date. If the BCDC ls pan

.n .1 v'.irection that the Commission feels is

that time will be a problem in re-. leA

:e;rioers with .AK noting that the discuss j,

been raised were helpful to the Central

m::v--s ;r,ore bv ua\ of a bi-monthlv

BR stated that the joint Design/Guidelines Sub>.or:;:'..;:ee ir.eetings have been very useful.

The Chairman suggested that the Commission :r..;N;

process to make it more predictable.

L-:ron to regularize the presentation

On behalf of the Commission, the Chamiian stjtj,:

exposea to and comment on the design of the Cer.:.

encourage this be done on a reeular basis.

: ::'.ey .welcome the opportunity to be

\i":eiy as it progresses and will conim.'.

.AK stated that there might be another blue ribbon p.ir.e; established by the Secretary of

Transponation for the Central Anery and suggests '.i-..,[ ::-.c BCDC have representation on it.

The SETS.A subcommittee repon was next on :;-,e .iceiida but uas deferred to new busmess

The next item discussed uai the Revitalization Plan ror the Freedom ."rail. The Chairman stj:
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that ihii ^>-ai not a presentation that the CommisN^on -Aiil approve or diNapprove. but one ^n a:-:^.-.

the Ciimmission':> vie^i-s and ur cominent> ha\e "^een ^i^a-^iit at u ^riti^ai Jesu'ii >tai:e-

TM vuirmjnzed that the primar> objective or :i-,e pia;': i^ to aeal uith orientation and uru^e

probieir.i along the Freedom Trail.

Homer R-v^ell HR' Lntroduced Patrice Todisco iPT. of tlie BRA. J^.-hn Roll. consLiltant ror the

•vignage. and Bob DeSimone who spoke on handicap ao^e^N. HR explained that the intent ot the

Freedom Trail ReMtalization is to make uell thought out improvem.ents to Menase and building'

markmgs.

PT stated that the Freedom Trail is the most important pedestrian experience m Boston. The Tra;;

is 3 miles m length and connects 16 sites related to ti-^e Colonial era oi the Cit\ of Boston m'.k\

traverses three cit\ diiiricts. PT presented slides <it tl-,e existing Freedom Trail shouine prv)h!-:r.

areas that a Bostonian might not notice, but that a tourist Aould most likeU see.

John Rvill JRi presented the signage aspect or the Freedom Trail. JR stated that the Trail -r. _ :

be represented v\ ith real brick and handled in an appropriate Aa>. The paving material should "^e

continuous throughout the entire trail. The signage is a vupplement to the tact that the Trail

physically luiks all of the 16 sites. The different -tyles of signs to be placed at key locations

throughout the Trail include: I) Du-ectional signs - to assure people that they are on the Tr..;. ar.j

that there is a site coming up very shonly. 2) map kiosks - located at key locations as ^vell a.- '.ne

beginning and end of the Freedom Trail 3.' Curbstone Markers. 4) .Medallions - to address .v-.:t

is and is not an official Freedom Trail site.

Dyectional signs will be 10 feet tall with a ueather\ane atop it pointing outbound, so that

tra\ersing from Dountown to Charlestoun the ueathervane would say "this is your mo\er:--j

outbound". The ^^.eathervane was drafted from the one on Old N'onh Church and was des;.-

by the same person who designed the Cricket in Faneuil Hall and the Indian on the ProMiu.-

House.

The kiosks would be a freestandmg sign u ith a .^eath.er\ane on top. One side of the klo-^

be an etitire map showing the complete route ot the Freedom Trail and on the reverse side

be a map of either the downtown. Charlestoun o[- tlie Non!i End.

The sign panels wdl be uhite and the posts will be pla^k u ith a bit ot green, uhich uou..:

similar to the color of iron and steel used m the l^th Century.

Don Stull I DS) asked if they are planning to use the side pole for the signs.

JR responded that they are still looking at se\eral dirferent options but they felt that if the

was centered on the pole it would look a little better and might be less susceptible to vand.:

DS asked if they intend to have a venical element at the historical site ai addition to the s

medallion.
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JR stared that :he> '-vant to provide mrormatuii^, on i\iL;te to and on tlie -;te ;tveir. The Oid N.-r-

Church has a scries oi plaques that ^ere dv^-.e :ii all ditiereiu t;mes aiid periods that are a ^'j.r. :

the history of that site. They uould reaih .ike to -ee that historic element pre^er'.ed and

maintained rather than add a new element at the site.

DS asked uhat happens uhen the red Fi-eedom Trail Line encounters a red br:v.k Mdeujlk.

JR e.\plamed that there is a very strong contrast hetueen the t-Ao t>pes of brick and it\ dho
heiprul >Ahen the bricks are movmg m different section.

The Chairman asked uho is responsible for the Freedom Trail. \'vho a ill make this in-, estment

jiid mauitam the Trail.'

PT responded that right now there is the Freedom Trail Commission uhich has different Citv

depanment heads as vvell as the Freedom Trail Foundation'^ representative. The Commission
deals vwth maintenance issues on the cuiTent trail, PT e\piaaied that when creating a graphic,

such as the Freedom Trail, there is the possibihtv or sonie kind of commercialization and

appropriate bod> needs to be created to do that.

The Chairman of the Freedom Trail ComnMssion st.ited that the Commission consists oi the

Transponation Commissioner. Parks and Re^.. and PuMil ^^orks. The Trail is a family of main
different interested organizations and the people 'aIio are .r.vist supponne ot the Revualization

are the professional heads and trustees or each ot tnc l^ liistorical sues.

BR asked how much ot the Trail toda> is brick as opposed to pamted red lines, and will the .^re.

that presentlv have the brick line be maintained or aiII ilie entire 3 mile Trail be re-done.'

Jack Classman JGi architect on the BR.A. staff stated th.at approximatelv 15^t of the Freedom

Trail IS bnck and most of it is pamted red 'a ith a te'A exceptions such as the Charleston n Brid^;

Shirlev Muirhead iSM) of the Landscape staff for ;l^.e BR.A. stated that one of the reasons thev

are engaged in this revitalization project is due to tue .ie.onstraction and reconstruction ot the

e!e\ated Arterv, Thev v. ill face a major challenge tor /.he asabilitv of the Freedom Trail arij ::-e

reel it's ver> imponant that they develop a program m as-^st people during the \anous stage- :

construction. They are also applymg to the State Trai^.spoiiation Bond Bill for funding to as.>:

u ith maintaining the viabiUty of the Freedom Trail .mo. ::ie> feel people in the corporate se^vT

would also be supponive.

BR referred to the earlier comment of a private, public p.;i::'.e:ship and suggested that the br:..N

could be donated by the masonry mdustrv.

DS asked if the> have considered trash receptacles a;oiig :l-,e Trail.

SM responded that the> have but they 'aiII be pan or tiie next phase. The Res itahzation P!.u-

have at least two phases, possibly three. The tust phase 'aiII include signage and bamer tree

access because they seem to be the most imponant issues.
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AK asked 'Aha: would the> consider m he ex^e^M'. e on :!ie Freedom Trail ui ;erm> or ar_'Moo.r.j

and r.ou manv \enicai ^caru^e^ will tiiere be .ilon^ ti-.is Trail.

JR responded that the sidewalks in B^'^ton are \er> vomplk^ted Aitii N\i Parking" Mgns and

rrairij >ig:iN placed along the sidewalks. So pan oi tiie a:>'Aer :^ the> don't uant to pla^e M'^ns

in ^uoh a wa\ that it becomes negative. SeLond!>. an\ enhancement th.e phv^i^al appearance.' ot

the Trail uul be an enormous accomplishment. He doesn't think that tlie> need to consider this a

National Park Ser\ ice site. He also hopes that the ^lteb on the Trail take on a presence ot their

o'Aii. >o Its not the arrow pointing to Paul Re\ere\ Hou>e that estabii-hes it a.s that, but the

presence or Paul Re\ere's House supponed b> other mtormation.

PT added that the> are onlv considermg using tour kutvk^ at ke;. points that are ^er\ dirtuuit

throughout the Trail.

The Chairman ot the Freedom Trail stated that the> are tr\ing to market the Trail. The Trail 15

obviousK the City's greatest economic resource.

.AK stated that when the> stan lalkmg about stancliion the> miglit be moving into the area ot

institutionalizuig the Trail, rather than to continue 'Ahat it lias \er> etfectivelv been which is a

wa> for people to explore a greater pan ot Boston. .AK is concerned that this is being marketed

too e\clusivel> as the Freedoiii Trail ajid uorries about the number ot stachions being used. .Also

the idea ot transforming a weathervane into a dnre^-tiorial signal li di^appointina.

The Chairman asked the public if the> would like to dM to the discussion.

Susan Park of the Boston Preser\ ation .Alliance stated that Boston attracts 5 million visitors

annualK and they mostly come for the Freedom Trail. Th.e City was bankrupt and gave these

sites to the Federal Government which is why the National Park Service has guardianship over so

man> of Boston's landmarks. She commends the BR.A and the Freedom Trail for worrying about

the cohesiveness of the Trail, because it has become very disjomted over the last ten years. She

lives m a building on the Freedom Trail and recognizes that people seem confused, thev need to

be organized. There is a need to orient people and give them direction.

The Chau"i"nan stated that he is feart'ul that the devii.e is too common. It does not have a stajiding

a> a CIVIC object that is strong enough to last for ^.enturies. There's a spindliness that seems to be

inconsistent with the robust idea of "Freedom '. He suggest takmg a fresh look at the posts and

signs and try to find a way to make them look botli elegant and tough. He encourages the

e.xploration of embedding in the bricks themselves some ot the '6 mm. to Bunker Hill" types of

information or something which is robust mJi tough and is going to be around for a long time

Bob DeSimone (BD) e.xplamed handicap accessibilitv issues. He and his associates, one or v.h:^h

Is in a wheelchair, have spent the past couple ot weeks traversing up and down the Trail making

sure a wheelchair could get through it and also notmg problems along the way. Some things

should be obvious from the slide show Patrice showed, ii.e.i curb cuts, pavement textures and

conditions. There are often problems with the steps along the way and entrances along the Trail

to the vanous sites and also with restrooms and telephones that could be used by people with
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JH a-.ked John Roll it any thought has been ,-i-. en to dome -Mnethnij: l;ke :he> Jo in Holi-vuooJ

'.Mi:-, riie Boulevard of Stars, .'.here the> inNert pl.iqLie> in :lie Nideu.ilk. Also, ma\be the

bri;.Kla>erv union co
_

: be persuaded to lend tlieu- suppoa and make t!ie 'Ahole Trail brick.

He aNo cautioned rr,_-.aig the Trail too commercial looking because it could take j'Aav from :he

patriotic aspect ,>: the Trail.

The Chairman concluded the discussion bv saving that the Commission uelcomes the attention the

T.'-ail IS getting from all panies involved and urges them to explore creatne financing and

managmg arrangements that are consistent \>.iih the purpose of the deM^e in our Cit\.

Don Stull ; DS I asked if the motion ^ould stop slum b> end^)rsing the concept oi the re', itali/acion

or tlie Freedom Trail ^wthout gouig on to inc>irpor,ite spe^itic signage and kiosks.

.A motion uas made, seconded and dul>

\()TED: That the BCDC endorses the concept of the revitah/ation of the Freedom
Trail to present a restrained and unified imaue and improve orientation.

The ne.xt item discussed on the agenda uas the Custom House.

The Chairman stated that the Commission has viewed and commented on these proposals v. hen

they >.v.ere in the concept stage. Tonight the proponent is presentmg a project for schematic

design approval.

TM uuroduced the presentation bv reminding the Commissioner's of the vote that was taken at

the .April 2. 1991 Commission meeting uhich m essence stated That the Commiision

ackriovv ledges the design proposal to constixict an addition to the India Street elevation of

131 State vwth a second level bridge connection to the Custom House appears to be an acceptable

solution in regard to making the proposed hotel feasible. The Commission notes that additional

studs is needed to refine the massuig and detailing or these new elements and it will review the^c

elements and render a recommendation on the proposal uhen the schematic design package .-

submitted." The project tonight is requestuig appro\al ot schematic design and is seeking s,iine

direction rr(im the Commission a^ to the appropriateness ot the proposed design vocabularv

HR introduced George McGoldnck (GMo. Proie^t .M.m.iger for the Beal Companies, and Rub.ai.:

Ber.man RB) of CBT Architects.

GMc stated that the ground level connection has been the focus of much of their work u ith the

BCDC. the BPA. BLC. MHC and BR.A m trvmg lo come up u ith a solution for the connection

between the Custom House and 131 State Street.

Richard Bertman (RB) continued with the presentation using the model oi \he Custom House

Hotel and connector. They are creating a two story addition aligned with the base of 131 State

Street. From a historic basis the intent is to dismpt the Custom House as little as possible so that
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in the future if plans change, things can be renuneJ .md rlie building ajII not be hun. Tl-.e •"r:,:ce

is JeMgned to maximize ciearance.

DS .ivi-ve.; RB uhy the bndge needs to he uider in it- run bcMre :t iiead^ into th.e Cu^tvun H>'u-e

RB responded that -:e width of the bridge i^ a little a\-id:;y '^ reet ^o riuit there 'aiII '^e eiiviuizii

room tor people u ith luggage mo\ mg through.

The Chairman asked what happens abo\e the steps m\^[ underneath tlie hndee.

RB responded the desu-e is not to disturb tlie stairs

DS asked uhat the issues are related to entenr.g t!-,e Cu-tvun House at the next le'vel rather than

this one.

RB responded that >ou v^ould have to get up . r.e :: le '^'.ei G.Mc added that on the thu-d le-.e.

there is a small sitting area that leads doun into ::-.e R> (..;-.ja area and this vvould create a ditfi^uit

access problem. The Rotunda area is also a !.ind;r..L;.\ ,;re.i.

A staff member of the Beal Companies stated ±.:: :::e BLC a as concerned with making a

penetration m a non-door.va\. This issue -a as brv'ugiu up specifically when thes were looking

into putting the bridge either to the right or to ti-.e .;rr: ^de or the ponico. RB added that the

Rotunda is fairK narrow.

Bob RJiault (BR) asked if the street was presentU o;ie-A.i\ ortwo-wa\.

GMc responded that L:dia Street is cun-entl> tAo-A.:-,. ...W once it crosses Central Street :t

becomes one.

BR also asked what the clearance would be toi ::-.e .. I'.r.e.tor.

RB responded 1 1 feet.

BR .is.ked what would happen if trucks tr\ to p.i-s ... .:c: ,;

RB responded that bamers will have to be pla^e.i ..: <:ee: entrances to make it impossible r.-r .:

tiTjck to turn into the street, but a car will be ah.cr • • ...-I iiere.

BR stated that if a truck did make the turn. an\oi;e . ^.r.g the bridge would be in jeopards .-s..:

it might also damage the columns.

The Chairman stated that the Commission is coiKerr.ed w;th how the City appears to the pubi.^

and asked if there were any perspective drawings available that would give someone looking .::

the bridge visually an idea of the effect it will ha\e on the setting.

RB responded that they have mamK been working dirough the model.
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Bill Pineo (BP) stated that he likes the look ot the addition, but is displeased uith the bridge

connection.

The Chairman asked uhere the project stands in terms of the Landmarks Commission.

HR responded that the BLC has seen a series ot presentations and that there is another one

scheduled tor Frida> 9/6/91 with engineers and technical people, to discuss insuring that there is

absolutels no other possible ua\ to make this connection. There will be a discussion of this at

the Full BLC meeting on Tuesday. 9/10/91 and they are hoping for a vote of approval tuo ueeks

later on 9/24/91. In addition to the BLC. the .MHC which has strict regulatory powers on this

proiect are very concerned about adhering to the Secretarv of Interior's rehabilitation standards.

Removing window panes v\ould actualK in\ol\e cutting the sill out and the Commission's are

approving this in a way that the design can be complete!) reversible, so that at some time m tlie

future, when the use no longer requires joining \M State St. with the Custom House, the Bridge

could be removed and no damage or alteration is done to the original building. For the past 6-S

months the> have been ft)cussing on constraints imposed b\ the Preservation Commissions at

State and local le\els that restrict the wa> m uliich the connector can penetrate the Custom

House. This solution seems to be the onl> satiskictors one available so the question is hou Ao

_\ou make sure that the design of it is appropriate and suitable.

.AK stated that the fact that this solution proves to be the only one feasible by the BLC. uhi^h lias

not >et \ cited for it an\v\a\'. should not deter the BCDC from determming from Urban Design

standpoint if it is the only one or not. The BCDC does have its own agenda and sometimes ;!-•>

overlap u ith the Landmarks Commission and other times they simply do not. .AK doesn't be:.-'..

the\ should have to go along with uhai BLC and the preservationists are suggesting.

HR responded that he didn't suggest that, he was expkiinmg tiiat the bridge connector has Ivc;.

under e.xamination for 6 months and it's in this position now. as a result of that.

.AK also stated that the issue of the project being demolishable has little relevance to this p, .

He feels that BLC has taken on a guilt position b\ sa\ing "if we're able to take it down in : .•

future, there is no harm in approving it."

HR responded that this is a mle set by the Secietar\ of Interior ot the L'.S. of which the\ i

regulate.

.AK believes the> could construct the bridge in another location.

.AK also stated that he admu'es how far the proponents have gone with the project and he ;.

most of the decisions that have been made about the addition and the character of the bnJ,.

appeal to him personally. He is not convinced that the bridge is located the right wa>. alil^

seems to be designed brilliantly given the constraints. He resents the implication that C

has to go along with the decision of the Historic Commission that has ruled on a techn-

about whether removing a spandell constitutes great \ lability in the building.

RB proceeded to discuss the other alternatives toy liie bridge connection via a window. R[^
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that v.o matter where the bridge goe^ it 'aII! jtr'evt :!'.e .irpearaiKe jf the buiidin-j.

The ChauTnan stated that r'rom an L'rran DeMgn point or Meu. the >raiis are '.erv imponant :o :;::

i':tegr:t> -u' the relationship of the building :o :l-,e >treet. He Aould 'Aeigh ^er\ caretulK whether

he „::er.t;on to the letter ot the Sec:etar> or riie iiiterior'- requiren-.eiits or to intecrits or the

iuerior room uhich you might enter if \ou 'Aere to ino\e ilie bridge near \ou and enter into that

room In an> higher ^au^e .greater good) than keeping t!ie integrits or the relationship of the

person to the building vvhich is mediated by the stairs. To him. there are manifests or

organizational solutions, ^vhich although the> ma> ^omeuhat ^iuniie tiie access, he's sure that m
the competence that the proponents have displayed ui the architectural design of the element
already that those trepidations on those other spaces uiil be handled lust as eloquentK. ;ust as

ueil but all the Commissioner's feel that th.ere is jn imbalance caused bv the bridee o\er the

stairs. The bustle of 131 State St. is gomg to be mi elegant, comfonable. congenial addition to

that buildmg. but it's the bridge's location ;n plan tliat ;s troubling.

AK srated that architects designed rotundas so tliat the> .ouid be entered an\uhere.

BP asked for further explanation of the three tloor addition to 131 State.

DS asked if absoluteh e\ery possible way v)r approa^.ning this connection below-erade has been

In^esngated.

RB agrees that a belou -grade connection is the be^t ^o.a:;on but it is an impossibilitv.

Tom .\nhur ^T.A). stmctural engineer for the proie.t. e\pLuned that to bring the connection

belou-grade. high speed ele\ators \>.ould ha\e to he biougin doun to the basement level a:,j
"

ui^uld msolve tampermg wnh the foundation.

BP stated that the Commission uas ongmalK mriiir.c--; ;:•..:[ :i-.e hotel uould not allow a beiov-.

-

grade connection because their guests would be ror^ed to make too mans transfers. He is ver-.

disturbed by the e.xplananon of engineering prohle;nv pi.-inbitrng a below-grade connection.

GMc responded that going below-grade would toi^e c-tNi^ to make three to four transfers :,' j.-;

to their rooms, but there is also a technical reason .-.::. ::- 'vlou -grade solution is not tea<-\-.-

The Chairman sensed that the Commissioners ue:r .:.<- ^a^^d '.vith the connector and state.: :••..;;

the Commission has been asked to take action in :;.> -^i-.em.uic design proposal and ue!c "^-r :

members thoughts on what might be the ne.xt step :> :aNe

AK suggested that the Commission take a vote and. :!-.-:i .^-ked HR if the development tea.'-^

be swllrng to re-look at the location ot the bridge.

HR responded that they would look at it. but the likel.iiood ot the development team comir.g _.

A ith an alternative solution that would satisfy othei Comlnl^^lons seems unlikely.

GMc added that they have spent many months going >>'. er tlie altemative solutions for the ^r..::-:

connection and none of them has proven feasible T!ie Nev.ond level solution seems to be :"e
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acceptable solution.

AK -tjteJ that he doesn't beiie\e the Coinni:--u'ii :'.eed^ »' jppixne tiie proiect be^au-e ^nher

C.M-!i;r.i->Nion's have not nought tit to iee\a!r:ine tlie;;' •alue-- ^ooui uh.it constitutes preNer\jt;on

"vs. Jes^v.ration.

GM^ responded that thev have been uorkine '.utli \!HC ^id the BLC r>)r the past 14 months and
he beiie'.es that those Commissions have addressed tliis issue.

The Chairman stated that each Commission has an impoitant role and mandate and a set ot

concerns about the quaUty of the pubhc domain tliat are special to its interests m uhich its

members are judged to have expenise. This Cvimmissum's expenise is m a realm uhich is

alongside but different to the MHC and the BLC and thev v)\erlap >)n some matters, but a hat

distinguishes them are the different concerns ea^h h.as.

BP asked a question about the structure of the building x'ause it's so critical to the solution.

BP uould like them to brmg the guests ui on tiie t^asement level and then somehow uork them up
to the ne.xt rloor and then transfer to elevators.

G.^Ic resp'' led that the hotel feels that there uould be too many connections for the s^uest to

make.

BP :s sMTipathetic to the problem of logistics uitiun tlie hotel.

T.A stated that the most impoitant aspect as far as ^.utting through the foundation is u ith izettui.:

through the grillage.

BP understands the constraints involved, but he uould like to see a study done to see if it could

be accomplished, because the City of Boston uiil ha\e to li\e the conflicts and problems of the

Bridge for a long time.

DS stated that it seems that the BCDC is tryuig to guard the historic and urban qualitv of this

public place and building and the proponents are trving to make a perfect hotel. He believes that

if the proponents allow the bndge connection to be built the> uill never be forgnen b> Boston

residents.

JH suggested having a meeting of all the Commissions' arranged in a shon period of time, uhich

might permit people to ventilate individual concerns.

The Chairman asked the members for a motion and explained that there is not a sufficient quorum

to disapprove, so the Commission can either vote to approve or fail to take a vote, and leave tne

-sue unacted on and held over until a future Commission meeting.

.AK asked the proponents if a motion to approve the addition on top and belou on 131 State ar,d

the concept of a bndge (without votuig on the location) uiiuld be useful to them.
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BP stated that he ;s not lOO'^c convinced that :he:e ;> ;".ot an altematue solution -an undercri-'Lir.d

soiutiom. He's not prepared to vote tor thi> priiiei.t u:nii '.-.c's told b> the De^icn Comn-.:::ee ;nat

it K impoisible to go be low-grade.

RB -rated that when "e project began, the idea .va> to make the connection belou -grade ajid the\

explored that, but th;.- .-.otel felt it was not possible due to the number of transfers the guests

>^^.ouid ha\e to make. The> also looked at brmging tiie elevator doun to the basement le'.el and

the> uere told b> BLC that they could not do th.at because it would cause a problem uuh the

building foundation.

DS asked if it ib possible to make the comer elevator a ser\ ice elevator instead ot a gue^t

elevator, therefore there would be three gue^t ele\atois and one ^eiAice. and the comer elevator

could be stopped one rloor-up to a\oid mterreience v>;[h ilie foundation of the buildmg.

.A Starr member of the Beal Companies Mated tiiai having one high speed passenger elevator to

the basement doesn't solve the program problems, Tliev need at least two slow speed elevators.

DS said that the slow speed service elevator requires seven less feet of excavation into the

foundation. If the high speed guest elevator is the vir.e tliat is pushmg or driving the need to cut

into the cap. it just seems to follow, to put a serMv.e elevator m the location with a seven foot

advantage.

T.\ state-! that stmcturallv. it is not possible to bnng two high speed elevators down to the

basement level.

The Chau"man asked if there is a clear answer for DS"s suggestion. Does it merit further

investigation.

J.\ responded that from a structural standpoint, vou ^an"t cut thi-ough the foundation to bnng high

speed elevators down to the basement level. .Ain break m the structure is going to have a major

impact on the structure of the buildmg. There lust isn't enough room.

CWc supponed their consultant by saying that tlie elevators were not originally brought down to

the basement and they believe that is due to the sair.e structural reasons.

The Chairman stated that he thinks the spu-it m whi^h the question was asked was whether or not

It vields funher dialogue around a technical issue, jne other possibilitv that has been discussed :-

changing the location incline of the bridge and keeping its height at the same level to enter rnto

the center window on the western bay at the upper level into the Custom House. Does the

possibility of a shift m the bridge location, m plan to the central wuuiow. merit funher attention

before the Commission takes action.

GNtc responded that they have spent the last nine months workmg on this problem with the

BCDC. BLC. .MHC. BP.A and BR.A and this solution is a result of 75 meetings with the various

groups.
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BR aiked at what pouit they based their Nti^d^ on li^uel ;:'-:eNt transfers, after ^he^k-in v^r apvm

entermg the hotel.

G-\k- responded that it uould be arter .iie^k-in.

The Chairman aske .• :or a rriOtion rrom the Conimi^NionerN.

The Commissioners discussed the '.vorduig ot the \vHe and decided to recomm.end approval of the

schematic design ot the plan with exception to the locatuMi ot the bridge connection.

AK asked if they do not approve the bridge, uould the rmai location or the bndiie vtill ha^e to

come back before the Commission.

TM responded that the way the motion is uordeu ;:g;-.: hoa :n in effect, grantuis: appro-. a! or :he

bridge because it does not stipulate a specific Kxat^Mi.

.AK. Ntated that if that is the case, he uould 'Aithdra^ ;-,;> motion.

HR asked if they uould give schematic approval :.' e'.e:"> thing m plan, except the location of the

bridge.

.AK asked if the\ uUl be able to revieu the biiJce ..c..;n

TM stated that if they uant to approve the tuial iw-inon o\ the bridge then the> should sav that

their approving the 131 State Street Components .nu! not approving the bridge in order to re-. leu

it again.

The Chairman stated that there is a dilemma iicre A;n builduig or project that comes before the

Commission comes in it"s totality and it seems !l:.:: :!.- C.immission uould be uuhdrauins rrom

Its obligation, if it approved one pan of a propi>s.:. ...w :i>n another. Fundamentally, the

Commission's obligation is to ask themselves. J>'es .\r..:! > m front of the Commission stand :.'

represent an appropnate and high quality addition .:. ::-.e C.t>'s fabric m the form in which it is

presented to them'. In the past when the Com.nvs-, .
. .,. round themselves having misgiMng

with any single aspect of a proposal, they've scr.; .; ,-. :,« subcommittee, but that path does nvt

appear to be open to them tonight therefore, theie .- .. .,:t!e trouble about the motion which bre.;.v-

a piece of architectiire m two.

TM noted Section 28-14 of Article 28 and expla::-.e.: -nji this may be a situation where the :r..'-:

appropriate recommendation to make is "the need :.m :rv'dification ' and then let the BR.A or the

Mayor determine the need for funher advice and :e'. ;eu rrom the BCDC. The Commission

would vote in effect, that they are not disapproving :he prtiiect but they believe that there is a

component of the project that is strongly ui need v>r '^<i:t:.: modified.

The Chau-man uelcomes TM's reading of .Anicle >. because his suggestion does capture the

sense of .AK's motion that the Commission seeks to communicate both its endorsement or ;h.e

approach bemg taken to 131 State and the netd tor modirication to an essential element of this
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proposal Ahich is the bndge.

HR jbked If that suggests schematic design appivn..! for t!ie additum on the top.

Tiie C'lju-man doesn't 'vi-ant to use the teim v^l^eir.atic deMgn apprcn jl because he 'AantN to make
tlear tliat the BCDC is not approving tliiN ^vh,enla:lc deMgn. but he d»v> 'welcome 'he motion that

endorse^ the propoval for 131 State Street.

GMc >tated that they \k\\1 again look at the -e^ond le^el bridge connection, but urees qui^k

approval on uhat the Commission has looked at tiMiight. v>.ith the exception of the bridge ioLjtion.

BP explamed that quicklv means it uould nvn be approved until ne\t month.

GMc defers to the BRA on how these issue.-> are resoUed. Thev've heard from other

CommiiNion's that this was the preference, but this is not the preference ot the BCDC. ^^:-.u: .^.:;

be the ne.xt step of the developer uho uant^ to get tins program moving.

HR responded that he would prefer schematic approval oi the pieces that can be approved.

He'd like to get some suppon for the developer and others involved with the project not Ju^: a.-.

endorsement, but some stronger language on vome pan th.at can be approved. He will see wr.at

can be done about a joint meeting ot the vajious commissions but nothing can be promised

BR asked if the other committees will soon be meeting on tins topic.

.AK stated that the BLC has dela>ed their meetings at cenam times too.

HR responded that this was due to a change in Commission members who had to be upda:-.- :

all of the projects. It was an admmistrative problem.

AK is ready to make a motion for approval and modification, but w,ants to be sure the otr..-:

Commissioners realize that this will not be coming back before them again.

The Chau"inan stated that the BCDC's purpose is to approve buildmg proposals, not pan-

building proposals. The Commission's legal runction is to approve a project, to recommie-
•

modifications to it or to disapprove it. and he tmds ditficulty with sending a message that

ambiguous about their stance on die project. He -eiises that the Commission does not arr-

project because it recommends modification oi a ver\ kev pan of the project, that diis ;- .;

substantial urban design issue which is the mtegritv ot the place and space created by the

and ponico of the Custom House.

RB asked if the BCDC would approve the project it the Connector was brought in throug- .

window.

The Chau-man responded that they would like to -ee it. before approving it.

A motion was made, seconded and duly
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^'OTED: That the Commissiim ittDinmcnds jppru\al ut" the schematic design prdp^sjl

to construct additions to 131 State Street and a second le\el bridue cunnectmn

to the Custom Hou!>e subject to the relncatKni ot the bridge to the north m
south of the Custom House's west piutico niaintainiiiu the integrity of the

existing portico and stairs.

Bill Pmeo 'A as opposed to this vote. \'ote 4-i.

The next item on the agenda was the SETSA Mj^terplaii.

Some Commission members have had the oppoi"tunit> lo le^iew this Ma^terplan at conMderaoie

length during subcommittee meetings. The Chairm.iP, .iNked tor the xubcomiTiittee'> repon en tne

meeting of .August 27.

TM reported on the Design, Guidelmes Subcommittee meeting of .August 27. 1991. The SETSA
Team had presented an altematue plan that addreN^eJ --e'veral of the concerns that the

Commission had expressed in iJieir July 2. 1991 Pabi;^ Meeting. The result is exhibited on

drawing L-3 which has been modified to address tl-.e relocation of the .Mass .Avenue Connector

The Co ission will not be reviewing the SETS.A Buildings m the Phase I PD.A due to theu"

advanced stage of design.

DS asked if the hotel connection hotel was alterei.'. .;i jiv. aj\. from when it was seen last.

Bob Walsh > BW i stated that the\ are still struggling w;:;> tlut issue. The contlict is betw^tr. :

need to not have any service quarters and to ha^e pede-inan tlow with the same kind of

connection from the hotel to the medical office. This issue vwll be discussed again when [he>

come back before the BCDC with the medical office, but at this time they do not have a soiu::. ;

HP asked if this shows the common ai'ea opening ..p to ;i',e pedestrians and makmg it less

isolated.

Jon Stebbms iJSi stated that the previous .Masterpi.m ii.io; .i tur denser configuration and :.".--r •

not have open space adjacent to the hotel and the Do^-or's iittice buildmg. In the Ma^terp^a:-,

being presented tonight, there is a preliminary re^o;;-.:r.e:\'..:rion for treatments oi the publv -r ;..

in terms oi openings and paving materials.

BP asked if the buildings are closer to the street as a .t^j.i .'t that.

JS responded yes. they have a setback of 15 feet :iMin Albain Street at this pouit.

BP asked HR if that is within the guidelines. W .is,; : ;
2."^ teet before.

JS responded that they established very eai'ly on. a -eib.i^k or 15-20 feet and one of the coi-.l:-—-

expressed by the Board was the narrowness oi the sp.i^e. --o they felt that they should be ru.s.:.;

up a wider space between the buildings.
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AK asked if it would be possible to not rsMeu liie buiklm^^s o: Plu^e I and review the sv.hemaiic

design ror the open spaces.

TM re-ponded that this would be pos-ible.

Bob \Va!>h iBW) caji't as a practical matter a>>uir.e tlut the> uill be ^ommg back to :he Medial
Office Buildmg and the Hotel. The Medical Orfi..e Building in effect claims to be the mo>t

controversial right-of-way. so he would rather iur. e it di-cussed in that context rather than comine

back jubt to review a landscape design, becau.se the\ ^ull be coming back for the .\ledical Office

Building. The Hotel might also not come for eigh.t >ears.

.AK asked if the Medical Office Building ^low^ doun ;n its -chedule for unforseen rea.-^ons. how

much of the open space system will be built at a time.

B\V responded it would be built In the midlme.

The Chairman stated that the> uould then like to -ee tiie schematic design because what lies on

one side of that midline will probably lie on tlie other.

The Chairman stated the spirit in which the CommiSNion ib lookmg at the project is to recommend

approval of the SETS.A Masterplan as illustrated u^ Drawing L-3 and recommend funher revisions

that u ill ma.ximize the sense ot public access to the central open space and so on. WTiat .\K is

suggestmg IS that the\ embed in the motion a request that the Commission is given the

opponunity to approve the schematic design of the open space proposals in the Phase I

de\e!opment. Open space proposals are ver\ imponant to the Commission's self appointed

mandate to the public realm. Somewhere in the svstem the process has broken down and the

Commission uas not afforded the opponunitv to appro\e the schematic development.

B\\ Nugge-ted that the> come back u ith the Medical Orrice Building on the schematic le\el or

design tor the open space for the completion ot Pha-e 1.

.AK stated that would be subject to the BR.A.

DS suggested simply approving Phase I onK and nothing else.

The Chairman stated that the issue before them is the Masterplan and that the Phase I buildings

are in such an advanced stage of design that the Commissions comments are not Irkelv to ha^e

any intluence on them.

BP asked a question regarding the phasmg of L-1.

B\V responded that L-1. including the Medical Research Building could be m place for 4-6 >ears.

BP isked what happens to the parking at level L-3.

B\V stated that at L-3 the parking is below -grade in each stiucture and/or there will be parking
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garage.

BP IS concerned with the back ot die buiklings heciiu^e tlie;. will be •^een b> thousands of peupie

e'.er\d^> between the Expresbwa\ ajid the ^la>^ A^^^ivae rai.ip. BP .il>v) a>ked how ^ecunts will

be handled in this ar'a.

BW stared that it will be handled the wa\ it is now. Tiie Boston L';iuersit> Police patrol the area

and do a '• er> good job. They are not in anvwav trvmg to close themsehes ot't. but he also thinks

that this lb not Faneuil Hall. People are gomg to ha\e to want to come here. This is not a

destination spot for recreation or retail.

BP asked if the> welcome pedestrian movement m the area.

BW responded that not only do they welcome it. tlie\ will need it becau.se there is 20.000 sq. feet

of retail space that is going to be dependent upon some level or traffic and there are about 8.000

to 9.000 employees in this area.

The Chairman asked if there were members of the public present who would like to speak.

.Anhur Howe i.AHi President of the S.E. Historical Society, is disturbed to hear the Commission
leave out any review of the buildings. The Communitv has been follov<.mg this project for nine

months and the design of the buildings has yet to change. .At this point, the buildings are

unsatisfactory to the community. They would also like some review done by the BCDC on a

couple oi lots and he will be disappointed if the Commission doesn't do that because there dn not

too man> other agencies other than the BR.A that ha\e design review. .Also, does the appro\al of

the Masterplan fi.x the footprints ot all the buildings. The community is dissatisfied with the

loadmg docks to the .Medical Research Building. The proponents have msisted that there will not

be any large trucks coming into the loading dock areas but the community doesn't belle^e that

this can be guaranteed.

BW stated that the loading docks are internal to rlie building.

JS stated that most of the University's supplies will go to a central storage facility that will break

down packages and ship them to the uidividual buildings in small vehicles, therefore, service

access will be kept away from Albany Street.

BP asked about the Community's stance on the design or the buildmgs.

BW stated that the design of the Research Building and Garage has changed based upon

community mput and BRA design staff. Some of the guidelines they worked with shaped die

puddings in a way of maintaining their historical nature.

JS stated that they are recognizing pedestrian scale on .Albany Street as pan of the overall design

guidelines. Also, architecturally, there is no back or front to the first phase scheme because the

buildups are four sided with front doors on all four sides.
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AK stated that the reason the subcommittee JeciJed not to revievv the Phase I buildings is be^au-e

the Commission was informed that it had cone rhrough tul! BRA JeML'P, reMeu. jr.d that ir.e

BCDC uould be intervening after the fact.

The Chau-man stated that it was a procedural is^ue. The BCDC\ role i-> to offer advice to the

BRA 'A hen it is cc -.denng schematic Jeiicn^ .md jn ti-,e BCDC undel^tands it. that point i^ lon^

pavt.

HR responded that the BRA is still uorking on the deMgn of the buildmgs but it is wa\ be^ond

the schematic level, and they are nou vvorkmg on ajv^ to improve the skin and details.

BP asked if this project was in front of the Commiv-um at the time the> came on board a vear

ago.

TM stated that there has been a problem uith liie ^;..gii^g ot this project. It has been around for

quite a long time. .At fu-st the entu'e Masterpiai-. 'a.in ir.oMiig forward, then the Masterplan 'Aa>

stalled and an urgencv for the fu-st phase buildiiic^ ..T.Hiraed on a track. The usual process ot the

BR.A IS to request an Listitutional .Masterplan ^e -uoniuted prior to approval of anv buildma

components. With all the communitv reviews iImi .v^ie ^oing on. the overall Institutional

Masterplan got stalled agam and the buildings L^ntiP.ued to move forward. When it came to the

point for the Commission to review the Masterpl.ui ;n erfe^.t. although thev were still both at

schematic levels, the buildings were a little tanl-.ei ah.ead TM's recommendation to the

Commission at that time was to review the Masteipian. i;et it in order and then still have the

opponunity to review the schematics. L'nfonunateiv. the wa> the economics and B.C's time

schedule has worked the delays that should have .v^uiTed in the development in the schemati>.s oi

the buildings did not occur.

The Chairman asked if the BRA waived the need ;>> .ippiove schematic design ot these buildings

or did it approve them.

BW stated no.

The Chairman asked why the BRA chose not to .i^k li'.e BCDC to review the schematic design

HR stated that the project was designated m ivs- ,: pie-dated the Commission's e.xistence

BP stated that the look he is concerned wuh is a '^li^k :op. open parkuig lot with cars look;i:g .;:

the back ot the building and loading docks. It'^ aiipiMt.int to give people something decent \o '.^-.-n

at on the back side of the building, because it\ ^loin-j to be there for eight vears.

The Chairman asked if any Commission member iiad anv fuiiher questions and a vote wa^ then

taken.
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A motion ^vas made, seconded and duly

^OTED: That the BCDC recommends appii»\al ut the SETSA Masterplan as submitted

and illustrated in Lni\ersit> A-^sociales Master Plan Report. Dravviny L-3,

with the follouini: recommended moditications:

1. To maximize the public accessibilit\ of the Fast \eu Street Extension

I such as by allouiny controlled vehicular access i.

2. Provide public access to the central campus open space through the

hotel.

3. Modify the future buildin'js and open space frontinjj; the Massachusetts

Avenue Connector to improve the public realm along that corridor.

And that the BCDC votes not to re\ieu the buildinus in the SETSA Phase I

PDA due to the advanced stasjie (»f the design, but uould like to review the

schematic design for the landscape plan.

V'ote was approved 5-0.

There bemg no tunher matter to come before :he Coinmi5>ion. the meeting was adjourned at

10:00 p.m."

r
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PROJECT NOTIFICATION FORM

CUSTOM HOUSE/131 STATE STREET

Submitted to:

Boston Redevelopment Authority

November, 1990

Submitted by:

Seal Properties, Inc

Intercontinental Hotel Corporation

131 State Street Realty Trust





CUSTOM HOUSE 7131 STATE STREET

PROJECT NOTIFICATION FORM

I . SUMM-^Y

A. Project Identification

1. Project Name:

2. Address:

3. Property Owner:

4. Developer:

5. Developer's
Representatives

:

6. Architects:

7. Legal Counsel:

8. Consultants:

Structural Engineer:

Mechanical Engineer:

Traffic Consultant:

Custom House/131 State Street

2 India Street and 131 State Street, Boston,
Massachusetts

Custom House-Boston Redevelopment Authority
131 State Street-131 State Street Realty Trust

Seal Properties, Inc.

George L. McGoldrick, Jr.

The Beal Companies

Jung/Brannen
177 Milk Street
Boston, MA 02109
ATTN: Sandy Shwalb

CBT
106 Dartmouth Street
Boston, MA 02018
ATTN: Richard Burtman

Daniel Taylor
Richard Rudman
Charles Baker

Hill & Barlow
One International Place
100 Oliver Street
Boston, MA 02110

Engineers Design Group, Inc.

48 Inman Street

Cambridge, MA 02139

Cosentini Associates
44 Brattle Street
Cambridge, MA 02138

Vanesse Hangen Brustlin, Inc.

101 Walnut Street
P.O. Box 9151

Watertown, MA 02272





Historical Preservation:

Geotechnical Engineer:

Dr. Judy Selwyn
Preservation Technology Associates
101 Tremont Street
Boston, MA 02108

Prof. Margaret Henderson-Floyd
Tufts University
11 Talbot Avenue
Medford, MA 02155

Haley & Aldrich
58 Charles Street
Cambridge, MA 02141

Estimated
Commencement

:

1991

10. Estimated Completion: 1993

11. Approximate Cost: $45 Million (Construction and Design Costs)

12. Status of Project Design: Schematic design phase

13. Subject to Article 31: Yes

B. Narrative Project Description

The project site is located in the Financial District of downtown

Boston. The Custom House is presently vacant, used most recently by the

General Services Administration as office space. 131 State Street is ar.

existing 11-story office building located across India Street from the

Custom House. The proponent proposes the redevelopment of both buildir.gs

into approximately 340 hotel rooms complete with function areas,

restaurants, retail and cultural space for use by the public. A

three-story addition to 131 State Street and a connector linking tr.e two

buildings is proposed.

The Custom House has been acquired by the Boston Redevelopment

Authority from the General Services Administration and will be leased tr

the proponent pursuant to a long-term ground lease. 131 State Street .s

privately owned by an affiliate of the developer.

C.

The proponent will pay strict attention to the historical sens.t;

of both buildings as well as the rehabilitation guidelines establis-e-

local, state and federal agencies.

List Federal, State and Local agencies from which permits or other a:'

have been or may be sought :

Boston Redevelopment Authority - Custom House Lease, adequate

determination persuant to Article 31 and if necessary Development :-;

Project Plan Approval.

Boston Civic Design Commission - Design Review





Boston Landmarks Commission - Historic Impact Review, Certificate of

Appropriateness

.

Boston Board of Appeal - Zoning Relief and Building Code Variances (if

necessary)

.

Boston Inspectional Services Department - Building Permit.

Boston Public Improvements Commission - Approval of Street and Sidewalk
Work and partial street closing.

Boston Transportation Department - Construction Period Transportation Plan

Approval, Transportation Access Plan Approval, Transportation Access Plan

Agreement.

Massachusetts Historic Commission - Historic Impact Review.

Massachusetts Executive Office of Environmental Affairs - MEPA Reviev;.

Massachusetts Division of Water Pollution Control - Sewer Permit (if

necessary) .

Massachusetts Division of Air Quality Control - Fossil Fuel Facility
Permit (if necessary for emergency generator).

D. Zoning Relief Required :

Substantially all proposed uses are permitted as of right, except that a

conditional use permit will be required if an establishment serving

primarily takeout food is located in the project. (Zoning relief may be

necessary to clarify that only the first floor of the Custom House need be

devoted to public uses.) Zoning action will be required for floor area

ratio, building height and parapet setback requirements applicable to the

addition to 131 State Street and/or the proposed connector. Any zoning

action necessary for the connector structure will be determined after a

design is finalized with the BRA, Boston Landmarks Commission, and

Massachusetts Historic Commission.

E. Financial Assistance from Government Agencies :

Agency Name Funding Amount

City of Boston-Grant for Public $1.7 Million

Improvement s





F. Project Benefits :

o The proposed hotel development will ensure that the historic Custom
House will be renovated in accordance with local, state and federal
guidelines and operated according to first-class standards
appropriate to a landmark property.

o The project will ensure that architecturally important interior
spaces in the Custom House are restored and made available to the
public

.

o The cultural use provided on the ground floor will enable museums
located in and outside the city the opportunity to educate the public
with samplings of their collections.

o The project will enhance the historic Custom House district with
evening activities generated by the hotel and three restaurants.

o Retail stores in the district will benefit from the pedestrian
traffic generated by the hotel.

II. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

A. A map and site plan are attached as Exhibits 1 and 2,

Proposed
B. Dimensions (approx.) :

Building Height
Number of Stories
Building Gross

Square Footage
Square Footage of Lot
Parking Spaces
Loading Bays

C. Proposed Uses :

The project consisting of the Custom House, 131 State Street and the

connecting element will contain approximately 340 hotel rooms, three
restaurants, a health club, 15,000 square feet of meeting/function rooms,

retail and cultural space.

III. ASSESSMENT OF DEVELOPMENT REVIEW COMPONENTS

A. Transportation Component ;

1. Traffic Management:

o Majority of guests will use public transportation.

o Loading for the entire project will be on Central Street,

presently a service street for the bordering buildings.

o Taxi cabs can queue up on State Street or Broad Street.

(See Attached)

Custom House





2. Parking Management:

There are over 2,500 public parking spaces within a two block radius

of the property. Given the central downtown location and the
availability of public transportation, only 50 to 75 spaces will be

required for the hotel. The proponent will enter into an agreement
with one or more of the garages for these spaces. Additional parking
required for evening functions is available at numerous garages in

the vicinity, including parking facilities serving office buildings
which are under utilized at night.

3. Construction Management:

The majority of construction will be interior so the impact on the

surrounding streets will be minimal.

4. Monitoring/Mitigation:

Traffic impacts will be monitored and appropriate measures taken.

A traffic management plan for the construction period will be

submitted by the contractor to the Boston Transportation Department.

Environmental Protection Component ;

1. Wind:

2. Shadows:

3. Daylight:

4. Solar Glare:

5. Air Quality:

6. Water Quality:

7. Flood Hazard:

8. Ground Water:

9. Geotechnical:

10. Solid and Hazardous
Wastes:

No impact is expected

Some impact is expected. A full study will

be completed.

No impact is expected

No impact is expected

No impact is expected

No impact is expected

No impact is expected

No impact on area's ground water is

expected. Ground water levels will be

monitored and any adverse impact mitigated.

No impact is expected

None will be generated except for asbestos

to be removed from the Custom House in

accordance with all applicable legal

requirements.





11. Noise:

12. Construction:

13. Rodent Control;

C. Urban Design Component ;

1. Architectural
Compatibility:

Relationship to
Subdistrict Urban
Design Features:

Pedestrian
Environment

:

Consistency with
Established Project
Design Guidelines:

Temporary impact during construction period
only.

All work will be done in accordance with
all applicable regulations.

Rodent control program will be implemented
during construction phase.

The proponent is working with the
appropriate agencies, including the BRA,

MHC and BLC, to ensure that the project is

architecturally compatable with the area.

The project will enhance the urban design
features of the Custom House area by
rehabilitating two important historic
structures, operating them in a first class
manner with active pedestrian level uses,

and making architecturally significant
interior areas available to the public.
The connector structure will be carefully
designed to compliment the design features
of the two buildings.

The project will provide active pedestrian
uses at ground level.

The proponent will work with the
BRA and other agencies to ensure that the

project IS consistent with the local state

and federal design guidelines.

to a loss of dwelling units.

D

.

Housing Preservation Component :

Ni-. dir=ct cr indirect impact 1«

E. Historic Resource Component ;

1. Historical Impact:

O Development will maintain strict compliance with historical

guidelines.

o Project will enhance availability of architecturally impcrtar

interior spaces to the public through the hotel use.





The connector will be architecturally sensitive to both
buildings and the neighborhood.

Archaeological impact will be monitored in India Street during
construction.

F. Infrastructure Systems Component

1. Anticipated additional
water consumption:

2. Anticipated additional
electricity consumption:

3. Anticipated additional
sewage generation:

47,370 GPD (approx.)

650 KVA (approx.

)

21,000 GPD (approx.

)

IV. COORDINATION WITH OTHER GOVERNMENTAX. AGENCIES

The proponent will coordinate with all governmental agencies having
jurisdiction over the project as listed above.

PROPONENT CERTIFICATION

This form has been circulated to those agencies and persons require:

by the Boston Zoning Code, Article 31, Section 31-5(1).

Date: 11-14-90 Signature
of Proponent's
Representative

Proponent: Beal Properties, Inc

Address: 177 Milk Street, Bostir,

Phone: (617) 451-2100
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B 101 Walnut Street

P.O. Box 9151

Watcrtowi% MA 02272

617 924 1770

FAX 617 924 2286

Vanasse Hangen Brustlin, Inc.

fe

Consulting

Engineers

and

Planners

Memorandum
Q
Transmittal

a
Meeting Notes

Q
Phone Notes

To: The Bea] Companies Dat*: October 11, 1990 •

Project No.: 2786.12

From: Vanasse Hangen Brustlin, Inc. Re: Custom House
Tower Hotel Project

Vanasse Hangen Brustlin, Inc. (VHB) has analyzed the travel demand characteristics

associated with the development of a luxury hotel along State Street in downtown Boston.

The hotel will occupy physical space in the existing Custom House Tower and 131 State

Street office buildings. The development program includes construction of an approximate

340 room hotel by retrofitting the existing Custom House Tower and 131 State Street

buildings. A connecting structure would connect the two buildings providing safe and

efficient pedestrian connections. No parking spaces are to be constructed as part of the

project.

The project is located in an area readily accessible by public transportation. The Blue Line

Aquarium Station is one block firom the site. In the future, this station is scheduled for

modernization by the MBTA and a new pedestrian entrance will be provided on the west side

of the surface artery. This makes the Custom House Tower immediately adjacent to the

Aquarium Station. The project is also within easy walking distance of the Blue/Orange line

State Station, providing additional transit accessibility. In addition the commuter boat to

Logan Airport is within 1,500' of the hotel site.
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Date: October 11, 1990

Ref; 2786.12

Even though the project proposal does not include any parking, the project is readily

accessible from several nearby parking garages, including the Aquariujr. garage, the Clinton

Street facility, the New Post Office Square Garage, the Government Center facility and the

Fanueil Market Place Garage.

To determine order of magnitude estimates of project traffic impacts, VHB has projepted the

net increase in vehicle trips expected from the hotel development. Since the hotel replaces

existing buildings, traffic generated by these uses is subtracted from hotel activity to create a

realistic picture of future travel demands in the area. Trip generation rates, transit use

characteristics, car occupancy rates tmd temporal distribution were estimated separately for

both the existing office use and proposed hotel activity. Separate projections were also made

for work and non-work trips. The source of travel data for the hotel were surveys completed

at the Holiday Inn on Cambridge Street, Fan Pier Final EIR, November, 1986, EOEA

#4426/4584 , and for the office, survey of travel reported in Parking in Central Boston:

Meeting the Access Needs of Growing Downtown, December, 1983 .

The observed travel demand characteristics were applied to the approximately 340 room

hotel and the office space being replaced, which contains 197,650 square feet of leasable

area, to estimate future changes in area vehicular demand. The results of this analysis are

shown in the following table.
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Date: October 11, 1990

Ref: 2786.12

TABLE 1

PROJECTED VEHICLE TRIPS





Date: October 11, 1990

Ref: 2786.12

As can be seen in the table, the proposed hotel activity generates vehicular travel demand

activity less them the threshold limit established by MEPA for Categorical Inclusion in the

EIR process. Further the net hotel activity, new trips less those generated from office space,

is significantly lower than threshold limits. The threshold limit prescribed by MEPA in 301

CMR 11.25 is 3000 trips per day. The hotel generates 1,751 trips per day and the net

increase in trafRc at the site is only 1 ,279.

In the following table, the increase in traffic on surrounding roadways is shown.

TABLE 2

Average Daily Traffic
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City of Boston

The Environment
Department

Ravmond L. Flvnn

Mayor

.orrninL- M. Downev
Director

iMun Ciiv Hall'Room 805

sion. Mivvaihustus 02201

rr25HHlO ur "2S-3SiO

Noven-.ber 27, 1990

Secetdry John P. DeVillars
l;xec.utive Office of Environmental Affairs
The Comrr'onwealth of Massachusetts
100 Ca.T.bridge Street, 20th Fl . MEPA Unit
Boston, M/w " 022Q2

Dear Secretary Devillars:

The City of Boston Envirorraent Department and the
Landmarks Comir-.ission staff have reviewed the Envi ronm.ental
Notification Form for the Custom House project submitted
by the Beal Properties Inc. and has determined that the
EXT adecuetely identifies the historic resources affected
by the project.

T h p Custom '"^c u s e ' s
work proposed to the building must be reviewed
approved by the 3LC. The 131 State Street sit
oe: ;ioned to become a landmark The commissi
acted on the petition as of this tim.e but is r

that tne project proponent oarticioate in the
Design Review process, a voluntary orocedure d
protect struc-ures v;h_ch have been oetitioned
designated. The ore- ject orooonents should con
Canniz20 in this offire for further informatio
the Aceleratec Desian Review orocess.

L rw a . :\—





BOSTON PRESERVATION ALLIANCE

Secretary John P. Devillars
Ebcecutive Office of Eirvironnental Affairs
100 Cambridge Street

Boston, MA 02202

Novartoer 29, 1990

^vV

% 5'

I.

RE: Custon House, 2 India Street and Beard of Trade Building,
131 State Street, Boston, MA BOEA #8487

Dear Secretary DeVillars:

The Boston Preservation Alliance h^s revi^^ed the proposed
redevelcpment of the hj.storic Custan House, 2 India Street, and the
Board of Trade Building, 131 State Street. A^ you are aware, both
buildings are within the Custan House ^;ational Register District and
are irrportant contributing structures. Tr.e Custan House is a local

Boston landmark and the Board of Trade building has been petitioned
as a local Boston landmark.

Although the Alliance is supportave of the concept cf the
redevelcnnent of both buildings and their proposed uses, we have
specific ococems about the proposal v.tich we feel requires a

thorough assessnent through the hTPA process.

1. I^je proposed closing cf Ir.dia Street, cne of Boston's
most sigri.ficant historic thoroucnfares dating to the early
1800 's is inappropriate. Tne impacts to the overall historic
character and 'orban design of the area by the removal of this

street must be extensively exarirec. AJ.temati\'es to the
proposed new structure at grace ir. the street must be

investigated. Although the Alliance appreciates the

marketing issues raised by a hcrel use, the proposed nev,-

structure is neither a good urbar. design or an acceptable
preservation solution.

Tlie existing streetscape assists iti reflecting the

character of these two architect'jral distinctive buildings,

particularly to the free-standir.c Cjstcm House. The

Alliance's policy continues to su-pport the retention of all

historic streets. In addition, the /'JLliance has grave

concerns about the impacts frcr clcsmc the street on traffic

circulation in this highly congested area of the city. This

street rsnains a critical connecrcr during the upccning

construction at the nearbv Centra] Artery.

i^

Oiv:: i^.t^ Hail, 4 3 Scnooi Street, Boston. MassaLn^-ct f^ 02 iC.'^ 1 eierri"ne p
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Custcn House

2. Ilie retention of the existing prevailing cornice heights
on State Street is inperative. The prevailing heights range

frcn approximately 60-125' and provide an iirportant historic
view corridor down State Street. The aiddition of three
stories to the Board of Trade Building vstiich is already
approximately 125' (11 stories) would alter this view
draiiatically. As you may recall, during the construction of

75 State Street, the developers were required to maintain the
72' cornice height on State Street with a substantial

set-back to the nev tCMsr to regain this vista. Other
historic buildings in the district have oanparable cornice
heights and detailing providing a consistancy in the
character of the district.

3. While the Alliance understands that there is historic
precedence for relocating the exisiting granite stairs, the

impacts of a proposed digout on the South side of the Custcm
Rouse to provide a truck dock and rairp should be examined.

The Alliance looks forward to working with the developeinent

team and regulatory agencies in the review of this proposal.

cc: Robert Beal, The Beal Ccrnpany

Charlene Dwin, ACHP
Brona Simon, MKC
Stephen Coyle, BRA
Judith NJcDonough, BLC
Richard Dimino, BTD

I
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Boston Water and
Sewer Commission

425 Summer Street

Boston, MA 02210-1 700

617-330-9400

Fax 617-330-S167

November 26, 1990

Secretary John P. DeVillars
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
20th Floor
100 Cambridge Street
Boston, MA 02202

Attention: MEPA Unit

Re: Custom House/131 State Street ENF
EOEA #8487

Dear Secretary DeVillars:

The Boston Water and Sewer Commission has reviewed the Envi-
ronmental Notification Form for the proposed redevelopment of the
Custom House and 131 State Street building. This project will
involve the creation of approximately 340 hotel rooms, function
areas, restaurants, and retail and cultural space for use by the
public. Also proposed is a three-story addition to 131 State
Street and a connector link between the two buildings. It is not
indicated whether the connector link will be located underground,
at street level or overhead.

The proponent estimates that total water demand for the pro-
ject will be about 82,000 gallons per day (including cooling
tower use) and sanitary sewage generation will be about 42,000
gallons per day.

The Commission has the following concerns regarding the pro-
posed project:

1. The proponent should indicate whether the proposed connector
link between the two buildings will be located underground,
at street level or overhead. If the link is to be located
underground or at street level then the proponent should
identify any impacts the construction of the connector link
might have on the water and sewer systems located in the
area

.

The ENF does not indicate whether or not the proponent pro-
poses to close India Street. This should be clarified. If

the plan is to close India Street, the Commission will re-
quire permanent easements in order to access the water and
sewer systems currently located in the street.





A utility plan should be provided to the Commission for
review. The plan should show the water and sewer systems
which serve the sites and the surrounding area, the location
of existing service connections to the project, and the
loca-tion of any proposed service connections. (Maps of the
existing water and sewer systems can be obtained from the
Engineering Services Division of the Commission.) If new
water or sewer service connections are proposed, the pro-
ponent will be required to submit a General Service Applica-
tion and a site plan to the Commission for review.

Separate estimates of water demand and sanitary flow should
be provided for each of the two buildings. A comparison of
projected water demand and sanitary flow with past demand
and flow should be provided. The proponent should also
explain the large difference between the estimated water
demand (82,000 gpd) and the estimated sanitary sewage
(42,000 gpd). The amount of water which will be consumed
for cooling tower use should be separated from the total
water demand.

The existing water and sewer systems serving the site should
be evaluated for their capacity to handle the anticipated
flows

.

The area is served by both combined and separate sanitary
sewers and storm drains. The proponent should indicate to
which of the systems the buildings are connected. If the
buildings are connected to the combined sewer the proponent
will be required to evaluate options for connecting to the
separate system. If separate sanitary and storm drain
service connections from the buildings to the sewer in the
street don't already exist, then the proponent will also be
required to construct them.

The Commission will require the proponent to install restau-
rant grease traps in accordance with the Commission's Sew«=r

Use Regulations (copy enclosed) . The proponent is advised
to submit the plans for the grease trap(s) to the Commissii^n
for review, prior to installation. The plans for the grea!^«=

trap should be forwarded to Mr. Eugene Favret, Supervisor
for the Grease Trap Program.

In addition to the water conservation measures required in

the new portions of the buildings by the Plumbing Code, th^
proponent should consider implementing other water saving
measures where appropriate.
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The amount of sanitary sewage discharge to the MVJRA Deer
Island Plant provided on page 6 of the ENF is incorrect.
The correct average and peak sanitary flow to the treatment
plant for a specific year should be provided.

ak
cc:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this project.

'John P. Sullivan, Jr., P.E,
Chief Engineer

Beal, Beal Properties, Inc.
McGoldrick, Jr., Beal Properties, Inc.

R
G

(•"R. Mertens, BRA
P.J. Foley, BWSC
S. Shea, BWSC
E. Favret, BWSC
R. Kobayashi, MWRA
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REDEVELOPMENT
AUTHORITY

Raymond L Flynn

Stephen Coyle
Di'K'i"

One Citv Hall Square

Boston. MA 02201

(617) 722-4300

rif.r^'py

February 18, 1991

Mr. George L. McGoldrick, Jr.
The Beal Companies, Inc.
177 Milk Street
Boston, MA 02109

Dear Mr. McGoldrick:

Re: Custom House/131 State Street

Enclosed is the Scoping Determination for the proposed Custom
House/131 State Street project ("Project") for which you
submitted a Project Notification Form pursuant to Article 31 of
the Boston Zoning Code on November 16, 1990. The Scoping
Determination describes the scope of information and analysis
regarding the Project and its potential impacts which must be
included in the Draft Project Impact Report submitted to the
Boston Redevelopment Authority ("BRA").

In light of the particular historic significance of the Custom
House, the BRA will closely coordinate its review of the Project
with the Boston Landmarks Commission ("BLC") and the
Massachusetts Historical Commission ("MHC"). In addition, the
Boston Civic Design Commission ("BCDC") will function in an
advisory capacity pursuant to Article 28 of the Zoning Code to
the BRA on specific design issues which may arise in the course-
of the Project review. The Proponent is directed to submit
copies of the Draft and Final Project Impact Reports and design
submissions reguired herein to the BLC, the MHC, and the BCDC
concurrently with submissions to the BRA.

The BRA may require additional information during the course ct

our review of the Project. If you have any questions concern..-.;
the Scoping Determination or the BRA ' s review of the Project,
please contact Homer Russell at 722-4300.

Sincerely,

Enclosure

ston Redrveiopment .^thonty is an Equal Opportunity/A/firmattvt Aition Empioytr • Equal Housing Opportunity t=J
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SCOPING DETERMINATION
CUSTOM HOUSE/131 STATE STREET

BOSTON REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
FEBRUARY 18, 1991

PROJECT NAME:

PROJECT ADDRESS:

PROPONENT:

PNF SUBMISSION DATE;

Custom House/131 State Street Hotel

2 India Street
131 State Street

Beal Properties CH Limited Partnership

November 16, 1990

The Boston Redevelopment Authority ("BRA") is issuing this
Scoping Determination pursuant to Section 31-5 of the Boston
Zoning Code ("Code") in response to a Project Notification Form
("PNF") filed on November 16, 1990. The Scoping Determination
describes the scope of information and analysis to be included in
the Draft Project Impact Report ("DPIR") which the BRA requires
to evaluate the impacts of the proposed project ("Project") in
accordance with the following:

(a) Development Review pursuant to Article 31 of the
Code ;

(b) Approval of a Development Impact Project Plan,
pursuant to Article 26A of the Code, and the entering
into of agreements for the Development Impact Project
Contribution and Jobs Contribution Grant, pursuant to
Articles 26A and 26B of the Code.

This Scoping Determination also includes the requirements set
forth by the Secretary of Environmental Affairs in the December
7, 1990 Certificate on the Environmental Notification Form (the
"Certificate") . The Certificate, which is attached in Appendix
1, waived the requirement for an Environmental Impact Report.
However, the MEPA Unit received various comment letters from
public agencies and the from the public on the Project ENF.
These letters are identified in the last page of the Certificate.
To the extent that the issues raised in these comment letters are
not raised in the Scoping Determination below, they should be
addressed in the DPIR. In addition, the Proponent should submit
both the DPIR and Final Project Impact Report ("FPIR") to the
MEPA Unit for advisory comments under 301 CMR 11.13 (4).





I. CUSTOM HOUSE/131 STATE STREET PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Project consists of the rehabilitation of two existing
historic buildings into a single hotel property. The Custom
House is located on approximately 17,000 square feet of land and
is bounded by State Street, India Street, Central Street, and
McKinley Square. The 131 State Street building is located on
approximately 13,600 square feet of land and is bounded by State
Street, Broad Street, Central Street, and India Street. The
Project includes the addition of three floors to the 131 State
Street building as well as the construction of a new structure
which will serve as the hotel's entrance and reception area and
as the connection between the two buildings.

As described in the PNF, and as subsequently clarified in design
review discussions among the BRA, the Proponent, and other review
agencies, the characteristics of the Project include the
following

:

Component Use Height Size

Custom House Hotel 495 feet 115,000 GSF
(104 rooms)

131 State Street Hotel 155 feet 165,000 GSF
(2 36 rooms)

Connector Hotel 11-40 feet 30,000 GSF

II. DEVELOPMENT REVIEW REQUIREMENTS - ARTICLE 31

Article 31 of the Code sets forth the process by which the BRA
reviews large scale development projects, including the review of
potential development impacts and appropriate mitigation measures
in the following impact categories: transportation,
environmental, urban design, historic resources, and
infrastructure. The DPIR to be submitted by the Proponent in
response to this Scoping Determination must include the
information and analysis described below.

A. GENERAL INFORMATION

1 . Applicant Information

(a) For each of the following: name, business address,
designated contact person, telephone and fax numbers:

o Developer;
o Owner (if different);
o Legal Counsel;
o Architect;

2.
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o Lender;
o All other Project consultants (name only)

;

(b) Brief description of other development projects in
Boston currently or formerly owned by the developer
and owner named above.

2

.

Legal Information

(a) Description of development entity;

(b) Description of any legal judgments or actions pending
concerning the Project;

(c) History of tax arrears on property owned in Boston by
the developer and owner;

(d) Legal description of the parcel (s) to be developed
and evidence of site control (or description of steps
necessary for Proponent to gain site control over the
parcels required for the Project) . This information
must include current ownership and purchase options
of all parcels in the Project and all restrictive
covenants and contractual restrictions affecting the
Proponent's right or ability to complete the Project.

3

.

Financial Information

(a) Development and operating pro formas for the Project
setting forth in detail all costs and revenues
associated with the development and operation of the
Project (see Appendix 2 for information which must be
included in this section)

;

(b) Full disclosure of names and addresses of all
financially involved participants as required by
M.G.L. Chapter 7, Section 40(J) and by Article 3 lA of
the Code

;

(c) Bank references for the development entity and for
all individuals or entities having greater than a 10%
beneficial interest in the Project;

(d) Complete description of ownership structure of 131
State Street property, including all equity and debt.
Description of contemplated transaction between East
Stream Limited Partnership and Project owner entity.

4

.

Project Area

Description of metes and bounds of Project area including
all land or easements owned or required for completion of
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the Project.

5

.

Public Benefits

(a) Estimated Development Impact Project Contribution and
Jobs Contribution Grant (housing and jobs linkage)
specifying method of housing linkage contribution
(housing payment or housing creation)

;

(b) Estimated increase in property tax revenues,
specifying existing and estimated future annual
payment levels;

(c) Estimated employment levels in person-years for the
construction and operation of the Project;

(d) Submission of Boston Residents Construction Plan in
accordance with the Boston Jobs Policy requiring that
50, 25, and 10 percent of person-hours in
construction jobs on publicly-assisted or large-scale
private commercial projects be worked by Boston
residents, minorities, and women, respectively, will
be required prior to the issuance of a building
permit

;

(e) Submission of a voluntary Employment Opportunity Plan
detailing good-faith efforts to ensure that 50
percent of the permanent employees in the Project be
Boston residents will be required prior to the
issuance of a building permit.

6

.

Regulatory Controls and Permits

(a) All anticipated requests for zoning relief;

(b) Anticipated permits required from other local, state,
and federal entities.

7

.

Community Groups

(a) Names and addresses of abutters. Project area owners
and any community groups which, in the opinion of the
Proponent, may be substantially interested in or
affected by the Project;

(b) A list of public meetings held with interested
parties regarding the Project.

B. TRANSPORTATION COMPONENT

The DPIR must include a Transportation Access Plan ("TAP")
which will be submitted to the Boston Transportation





Department incorporating the elements set forth in the TAP
Scope of Work appended in Appendix 3.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION COMPONENT

1. Wind

A qualitative evaluation of potential wind impacts of the
131 State Street addition to pedestrian level winds is
required. This analysis shall include a discussion of
potential pedestrian level winds adjacent to and in the
vicinity of the Project and shall identify any areas where
wind velocities are expected to exceed acceptable levels.
Particular attention must be given to public and other
areas of pedestrian use, including, but not limited to,
entrances to the Project and to adjacent buildings,
sidewalks on the Project site and adjacent to the Project
site, McKinley Square, and other public open spaces. For
areas where wind speeds are expected to exceed acceptable
levels, measures to reduce wind speeds to acceptable
levels must be identified.

2

.

Shadow

The DPIR must include a qualitative evaluation of the net
shadow impact attributable to the addition to the 131
State Street building. This evaluation should describe
likely shadow impacts on sidewalks and open spaces in the
vicinity of the Project for the hours of 9:00 a.m., 12:00
p.m., and 3:00 p.m. for the vernal equinox, summer
solstice, autumnal equinox, and winter solstice. If this
evaluation indicates a negative shadow impact on public
space, a quantitative shadow analysis may be required as
part of the FPIR.

3

.

Construction Impacts

A construction impact analysis shall include a descriptior.
and evaluation of the following:

(a) Potential dust and pollutant emissions and mitigaticr.
measures to control these emissions;

(b) Potential noise impact and mitigation measures to
minimize noise levels;

(c) Location of construction staging areas and
construction worker parking;

(d) Construction schedule, including hours of
construction activity;
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(e) Access routes for construction trucks and anticipated
volume of construction truck traffic;

(f) Foundation construction methodology for connector
structure, amount and method of excavation, disposal
of excavate, measures to prevent adverse impacts on
adjacent buildings, utility lines, MBTA Blue Line
tunnel, and groundwater levels;

(g) Description of construction waste generation and
disposal including removal and disposal of existing
asbestos material;

(h) measures to protect the public safety.

Rodent Control

An analysis of the impact of Project construction on
rodent populations and a description of the proposed
rodent control program, including frequency of
application, and compliance with applicable City and State
regulatory requirements is required.

URBAN DESIGN COMPONENT

The urban design submission for the Project should address
the objectives of preserving and reinforcing the historic
character of the Custom House District, improving the
pedestrian environment in the vicinity of the Project, and
allowing for public visitation of the landmarked spaces
within the Custom House. The following materials must be
included in the DPIR submission:

(a) Written description of the program elements and space
allocation for each element;

(b) District plan and sections at an appropriate scale
(1" =40' or larger) showing relationships of the
Project and proposed public improvements to the
surrounding area including the following:

o open space

;

o ground plane improvements;
o proposed street and sidewalk changes;
o pedestrian and vehicular circulation;

(c) Eye-level perspectives (line drawings for easy
reproduction) from the north side of State Street at
Merchants Row and from Congress Street showing the
addition to the 131 State Street building and the
connector structure in the context of the surrounding
area. The volume and materials of the elevator and





mechanical penthouses should be accurately depicted;

(d) Preliminary plan and section drawings of the below-
ground portions of the Project. These drawings
should show in plan and elevation the full extent of
excavation required for construction and impacts on
adjacent structures;

(e) Site sections at 1" =20' or larger showing
relationships to adjacent buildings and spaces;

(f) Site plan at an appropriate scale (1" =20' or
larger) showing the following:

o General relationships of proposed public
improvements to adjacent buildings and open
spaces (India Street and McKinley Square);

o Location of pedestrian ways, driveways,
parking, service areas, streets, and major
landscape features;

o Pedestrian, barrier-free, vehicular, and service
access and flow through the parcel and to adjacent
areas

;

o Survey information, such as existing elevations,
benchmarks, and utilities;

o Limits of construction area;

(g) Preliminary drawings for the Custom House including
each floor of the 1847 structure, floors 18, 23-25,
and one typical tower floor;

(h) Preliminary drawings for the 131 State Street
building including the ground floor, typical floor,
each floor of the proposed addition, and a roof plan;

(i) Preliminary drawings for each floor of the connector
structure, elevations, and a roof plan;

(j) Study model showing the proposed connector structure
and 131 State Street addition in the context of the
Custom House, 131 State Street and adjacent
buildings

;

(k) Analysis of options for the connector option must be
presented in the DPIR. This should include a graphic
presentation of each (photographs, renderings, or
plans) , and a brief discussion of the advantages and
disadvantages of each;

(1) Black and white photographs of the site, existing
buildings, and surrounding district.





The BRA will provide the to Proponent at the appropriate
time a list of submission materials required for the
Design Development and Contract Documents submissions.
These materials will be used by the BRA to complete the
design review process for the Project.

HISTORIC RESOURCES COMPONENT

The Proponent must submit a Historic Structures Report
("HSR") to the BRA as part of the Development Review
process. Much of the HSR has already been provided to the
BRA by the Proponent. HSR sections yet to be submitted
include a revised section on current conditions of the
Custom House, and a description of the how the proposed
actions affect the building's historic fabric. The HSR
will also be reviewed by the Massachusetts Historical
Commission and the Boston Landmarks Commission in
accordance with the terms of a letter of understanding
dated August 11, 1988 (attached in Appendix 4).
Submission of the HSR materials as specified in the letter
of understanding is not required for the DPIR.

The DPIR must include the following:

(a) Discussion of the potential physical and visual
impacts of the connector structure on the Custom
House and the 131 State Street building;

(b) Discussion of the physical and visual impacts to the
131 State Street building of the proposed addition;

(c) Description of the Project site and its significance
to the Custom House National Register District;

(d) Identification of Boston Landmarks Commission
historic ratings for buildings in the Project area;

(e) An assessment of the potential impacts on any
archeological resources in the vicinity of the
Project. The Proponent should contact Mr. Steve
Pendrey, City Archeologist , at 725-3850, regarding
this assessment;

(f) Discussion of how the Project complies with the
Secretary of the Interior's "Standards for
Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating
Historic Buildings," and with the Boston Landmarks
Commission's "General Standards and Criteria" and
"Specific Standards and Criteria: The U.S. Custom
House." This discussion should include a brief
summary of principal deviations from these standards,
the reasons they are necessary, and the impacts of

8.





the deviations on the historic fabric of the Custom
House

.

INFRASTRUCTURE SYSTEMS COMPONENT

Utility Systems

(a) An area utilities plan is required with illustrative
plans showing the staging required to relocate or
modify the area's utilities services;

(b) Estimated water consumption and sewage generation
from the Project;

(c) Description of the capacity and adequacy of water and
sewer systems in the vicinity of the Project and an
evaluation of the impacts of the Project on these
systems

;

(d) Identification of measures to conserve resources
including provisions for recycling of waste
materials

.

Water Quality

(a) Description of the impacts of the Project on the
water quality of Boston Harbor, if applicable;

(b) Description of mitigation measures to reduce or
eliminate impacts on water quality.

Energy

(a) Description of energy requirements of the Project and
evaluation of Project impacts on the various energy
systems used (electrical, steam, etc.).





APPENDIXES

1. Certificate of the Secretary of Environmental Affairs
on the Environmental Notification Form.

2. Development and operating pro forma requirements.

3. Transportation Access Plan Scope of Work.

4. Letter of understanding dated August 11, 1988.

5. BRA public comment letters:
11/27/90 Boston Landmarks Commission
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Michael S. Dukakis
OOVCHNOR

THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS

D«ceinb€r 7, 1990

JOHN OlVlLLARS
StCIIKTAffY

CERTIFICATE OF THE SECRETARY OP ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS
ON THE

ENVIRONMENTAL NOTIFICATION FORM

PROJECT NAME
PROJECT LOCATION
EOEA NUMBER
PROJECT PROPONENT
DATE NOTICED IN MONITOR

Custom Hous«/13l Stat* Stre«t
Boston
8487
Beal Prop«rtie8, Inc.
Novaaber 7, 1990

Pursuant to the Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act
(G.L. ,c.30,s.6l-^H) and Section 11.06 of the MEPA regulations
(301 CMR 11.00), I hereby determine that the above project does
not require the preparation of an Environaental Impact Report.

Two historical Boston buildings, the Custom House and the
Board of Trade Bi«cJc (131 State Street)^ will be-Hnkfid via India
street for the proposed 340 "rooa hotel project. In addition to
hotel rooms, the project will provide function facilities,
restauran^d, retail space, ^ and cultural space for public use. No
parking has been proposed.

The proposed project will re-use 250,000 square feet of
existing space, and add about 60,000 square feet of new space,
including a three-story addition to the eleven story, 131 State
Street, hotel lobby space on a portion of India street, and
about 20,000 square feet of below grade space. The increased
impacts associated with the changes in use of the existiitg space
and the n«t new space on traffic, mass transit, air quality,
sewer, and water use would not be significant, and do not reach
the thresholds which categorically require an EIR.

The closing of India Street to accomaodate the structural
connector that will physically link the Custom House to the 131

state Street building will have impacts on the historical area;

it will also potentially affect the Central Artery/ Third Harbor
Tunnel project, and the MBTA Aquarium Station relocation project.
The issues identified in the state agencies' comments and those
in the attached staff memo must be addressed; however, they are

}
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EOEA |t8487 ENF Certificat* Oecenber i . 1990

not of such significance that an Environmental Impact Report is
warranted, nor has one been requested by the affected agencies.

Accordingly, the state and city permitting and approval
processes should provide the appropriate forums for the
resolution of these issues. With respect to the historical
impacts, an unique historical oversight prcsgram was established
by a Memorandum of Agreement with the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation and the General Services Administration in
1988 when the federal government transferred the property to the
city of Boston. This agreement gives the Massachusetts
Historical Commission (MHC) significant oversight emd control
with respect to the project activities affecting the Custom
House. As indicated in the attached staff memo, I expect that
the MHC and the project proponent to review the feasibility of a
below grade connector between the two buildings.

To address the issues raised by the state transportation
agencies, the proponent should continue the consultation process
that has already been established with the MBTA, and expand the
consultation to include the staff from the CA/THT project.
Further, since this project is .simultaneously undergoing the BRA
Article 31 review process, both Draft and Final Project Impact
Reports will be required. A Transportation Access Plan will be
also be required by the City of Boston Transportation Department.
Therefore, notwithstanding the divergent responsibilities of the
state and city review agencies, ths City's project* gsview process
should offer a good opportunity to address and resolve the state
agencies' concerns and those in the attached memorandum.

Finally, although a separate Environmental Impact Report
review is not required, the issues raised in the comments and in
the attached staff memo should be given an equivalent level of
review to that which would be required in an EIR. In addition,
the DPIR and FPIR should be submitted to the MEPA Unit, in order
that the Secretary may have the opportunity to provide advisory
comments, as provided in the MEPA regulations, 301 CMR 11.13 (4).

December 7. 1990
Date John DeVillars, Secretary

2
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EOEA #8 4 87 ENF Certificate D«c«inb«r 7, 1990

Comments rec«.7€d:

11/21/90
11/26/90
11/26/90
11/27/90
11/27/90
11/29/90
11/27/90
11/27/90
11/27/90

MWRA
Boston Water and S«wer Commission
MHC
EOTC
MBTA
Boston Preservation Alliance
KWSA
Natural Heritage and Endamgered Species Program
City of Boston, The Environment Department

JD/NB/nb
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DEVELOPMENT PROFORMA includes th 9 following information:

Land acquisition costs, per land square foot and total, by
parcel; include distinctions between attributed value and
actual out-of-pocket costs, if any; also include any
imputed or actual carrying costs;

All hard costs on a per-unit and total basis
(disaggregated into base building, tenant improvement
work, rehabilitation work, interior finishes, site work,
furniture, fixtures and equipment, etc. as appropriate);

All soft costs on a per-unit and total basis
(disaggregated into individual line items such as
architectural, engineering, legal, accounting and
developer's fees, any other professional fees, insurance,
permits, real estate tax during construction, etc.)''

All contingencies (specify whether contingency is on hard
cost, soft cost, or total cost)

;

All assumptions regarding financing terms on acquisition,
pre-development , and construction loans (including
financing fees, interest rates, terms, drawdown
assumptions, terms, participations, amortization);

Calculation of housing and jobs linkage obligation in
accordance with Articles 26A and 26B and anticipated
payment method (over term of obligation or on a net
present value basis)

;

Any other project-related expenses not within any of the
above categories;

Calculation of total development cost including total and
per unit breakdown (i.e. per square foot, per hotel room);

Sources of debt and equity for total project costs;
Appropriate return measures (return on equity, return on
total development cost, internal rate of return; specify
method of calculation and hurdle rates)

.
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10-YEAR OPERATING PROFORMA includes the following information:

Tabulation of gross and net (usable) sguare footage for
entire project including breakdown by building;

Projected revenues from all sources, including room rates
and occupancy assumptions;

Anticipated operating expenses and real estate taxes;

Calculation of cash available for debt service on a yearly
basis

;

Calculation of debt service, before tax cash flow, debt
coverage ratios;

Capital structure of Project including all sources of debt
and equity.
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Scope of Work

Transportation Access Plan

Custom House/131 State Street

Boston, Massachusetts

Scope of Work

A. Description of Services

The developer must evaluate the transportation impacts associated
with the proposed project. The project involves the conversion of
the existing Custom House and Board of Trade buildings into a
single hotel complex. The currently proposed project, as
described in the PMF, is for a total of 340 hote] rooms. The
results of this evaluation will be documented in a Transportation
Access Plan report prepared for submission to the Boston
Transportation Department. The report will include the following:

o A definition of existing traffic, transit, and parking
conditions

.

o An evaluation of the project's long-term impacts on
traffic, transit and pedestrian activities as well as on
parking demand.

o An evaluation of the project's short-term traffic impacts
related to construction activity.

o Identification of appropriate measures to mitigate project
impacts, including long-term project impact monitoring.

In the preparation of the Access Plan, use should be made of all
available existing studies and data, including those of the
Central Artery/Tunnel project, the MBTA ' s Aquarium Station
platform lengthening, and the February 1988 report,
"Transportation Access Plan, Custom House Redevelopment," prepared
by Vanasse Hangen Brustlin for Custom House Tower Associates.

B. Study Area

The specific intersection locations to be analyzed are:

1. State/India

2. State/Surface Artery

-1-
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3. State/Broad

4. Central/India

5. Central/McKinley Square

C. Definition of Tasks

Task 1. Identification of Existing Transportation Conditions

The transportation component will include a presentation of data
on supply and usage characteristics of the various transportation
systems within the study area.

1.1 Traffic. Available traffic volume counts will be
supplemented with new counts, as necessary. Based on data
gathered from all sources, a preliminary base traffic
volume network will be developed r.o represent existing
morning, evening and weekend peak hour conditions. Vehicle
trip generation characteristics of the existing 131 State
St. building will be determined by survey.

1.2 Parking. Public parking supply characteristics within
walking distance of the project site will be defined. The
parking inventory will distinguish between on- and
off-street spaces. Availability of public spaces will be
determined by reference to published sources such as the
BTD's 1987 Downtown Parking Inventory Study, supplemented
and updated as necessary with survey data.

The existing parking plan for the site will be presented,
including the number of spaces and space allocation by user.

1.3 Transit. The operating characteristics of the area's
private bus carrier services and Massachusetts Bay
Transportation Authority (MBTA) services will be documented.

1.4 Pedestrians. Pedestrian conditions on sidewalks and
intersections adjacent to the site, including pedestrian
use of India St. and McKinley Square, will be described.
Counts will be taken of pedestrian crossings of State St.
from McKinley Sq. to Broad St.

Task 2. Evaluation of Long-Term Transportation Impacts

Expected long-term transportation impacts in the study area will
be estimated and evaluated.

2.1 Trip Generation. The proposed uses of the site will be
evaluated to determine the project's person-trip generation
characteristics, which will be translated into vehicle

-2-
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trips by use of modal split and vehicle occupancy
characteristics consistent with those projected by the
Central Artery/Tunnel project. Trip origins will be assigned
to appropriate locations, i.e. valet operations will be
distinguished from self-park operations at off-site
facilities .

2.2 Conditions to be Analyzed. In addition to existing
conditions, the following future conditions will be analyzed
at the study area intersections:

o No-Build (with only background projects anticipated to be
completed included).

o Full-Build (with the addition of project-related impacts).

2.3 Background Development Projects. Any previously approved
building construction projects to be included in the No-Build
evaluation will be reviewed with Boston Redevelopment
Authority (BRA) and Boston Transportation ( BTD ) staff prior
to the analysis.

2.4 Evaluation of Transportation Impacts. New trips expected
to be attracted to the proposed development will be added to
demands carried by the existing roadway system plus new trips
from background projects. Morning, evening and weekend peak
hour and daily increases will be developed and analyzed for
all travel modes. Specific information relevant to the
analysis is described below.

o Traffic Impacts. Volume-to-capacity ratio (v/c),
available reserve capacity (ARC), level of service (LOS),
and delay calculations at the study ii ersections.

o Site Circulation. A detailed site plan will be
provided, showing proposed location of all vehicular and
pedestrian access, drop-off or valet service locations,
taxi waiting areas, delivery points, and internal
pedestrian circulation.

I

o Transit. The usage of public transportation will be

described, and the impact of the project on transit
services .

-3-
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The proposed project is located adjacent to the MBTA '

s

planned Aquarium Station west headhouse. Detailed site
plans showing both the proposed project and the MBTA
headhouse in McKinley Square will be included.

o Pedestrian Impacts. Pedestrian volumes generated by
the project will be presented. Future volumes on
sidewalks adjacent to the project, and crossing State St.
in the daily and weekend peak hour of pedestrian traffic
will be projected.

o Trucks and Service Vehicles. Truck and service vehicle
traffic to the site will estimated. Access and egress
for emergency vehicles will also be evaluated.

Task 3. Evaluation of Short-Term Impacts (Construction Period
through 1999)

3.1 Construction-period impacts. The transportation assessment
will evaluate the impacts of the project during the
construction period, including the following:

o Mode of arrival for construction workers.

o Parking provisions for construction workers and
construction materials deliveries.

o Frequency, times and routes of truck movements and
construction materials deliveries.

o Temporary storage of construction equipment and materials.

o The need for full or partial street closures or street
occupancy during construction will be defined.

3.2 MBTA and Central Artery project-period impacts. In the
period between 1991 and 1999, major public construction
projects in the area may affect traffic conditions on local
streets. To assess the potential impacts of disruption
caused by these projects, project schedules and phasing will
be presented, as far as is currently known, and potential
conflicts between construction activities of all projects in

the area identified.
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Task 4. Development of Mitigation Measures

Programs or strategies to reduce the transportation impacts will
be developed and may include the following:

o Measures to minimize vehicle-trip generation.

o Roadway/traffic operation im^.-rovements

.

o Parking management improvements.

o Pedestrian improvements.

o Long-term project impact monitoring

AJMcC/na
2554T
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REDEVELOPMENT
AUTHORITY
Raymond L. Flynn

Stephen Coyle

One Cm riil Soum

Si" 'S 4300

August 11, 1988

Mr. Robert D. Bush
Executive Director
Advisory Council on Historic

Preservation
1100 Pennsylvania Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20004

Dear Mr. Bush:

On June 9, 1988, the Boston Redevelopment Authority (BRA)
tentatively designated Custom House Tower Associates as
redeveloper of the Custom House. One of the first steps which
must be accomplished in order for the redevelopment process to
proceed is the preparation of an Historic Structures Report in
accordance with paragraph d of the deed from the General
Services Administration. This Report will guide the redeveloper
in the rehabilitation of the building.

We have reviewed the draft Memorandum of Understanding attached
to Mr. John Fowler's letter of June 14. With your concurrence,
we propose to carry out the deed covenants in the manner outlined
in this letter.

The BRA will cause to be produced a Historic Structures Report
which will contain, at a minimum, the contents outlined by you in
section 1(B) of the draft Memorandum of Understanding. The scope
of worJc for the Report, as well a» the Report itself in both
draft and final forms, will be siibmitted to the Boston Landmark:s
Commission (BLC) , the Massachusetts Historical Commission (KHC)

,

and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) for
review and comment. The BRA will take into account the comments
of thesm agencies in determining the Report's adequacy. Once
accepted, tha Report will be used as a guide for the appropriate
reuse and treataant of tha building by both the BRA and the
redevelop«r.

All work on tha building shall ba completed in accordance with
the Secretary of tha Zntarior's "Standards for Rehabilitation and
Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings" and the
Standards and Criteria set forth by tha BLC in tha BRA's Request
for Proposals. In tha avant of a conflict batvaan these two
standards, tha Secretary of tha Interior's "Standards," or
Bora rastrictiva, will govern.
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Mr. Rob«rt D. Bush
Pag* 2

Plans and specifications for any work on ths building's exterior
or interior spaces will be submitted to the MHC for review and
approval in accordance with the guidelines established in the
Historic Structures Report. The BRA and the redeveloper will
involve the MHC to the maxinun extent feasible in the earlier
conceptual and planning stages of the project as well. Finally,
the BRA will ensure that the historic preservation covenants
placed on the property shall remain in effect, even in the event
of a transfer of ownership.

We feel that taking the steps outlined above will ensure that the
Custom House's architectural and historic integrity are
protected, and that the BRA's responsibilities as stipulated in
the deed covenants are fully carried out. Your signature on this
letter indicates your concurrence with these steps.

Sincerely

tft..Ji3?i^fc*^

B. McDonough
:ive Director

Boston Landmarks Commission

r&n-^VvA. OCĈ'V^'-pO^

al«rl« A. Talaag*
Executive Director
Massachusetts Historical Coaaission
Stats Historic Prsssrvation officer

Robsrt D. Bush
Ixscutlvs Dlrsctor
Afdvlsory Council on Historic Prsssrvation
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^ BOSTONIA M
V^ CONDITA ADl ^'

\'cveTber 2"^, '990

Boston ,. .^_ Lcveluck
JLiSndmSrKS ^osto" Peceveloor^e'^*: Authority

Commission -°3-on city ^ai:
Boston, ^A 0220'

City of Boston

The Environment Tear Jua"^

:

Department

„ ,, „ „ ,^,
^''^e staff of the Landr^arks CoTmission has reviewed the

Boston Citv HalL Room oOd n„^;,„,- v'„-,i^- .. >- i» ^,_ r. _ .>

Boston. Massachusens 02201
-^-ect \ot : float lon -o- 5^0-- the Custom House project

6I7725-3850 sucT.tted by the Seal ^rcoerties Inc. a.id has determined
that tne ?\'F adequetely identifies the historic resources
affected by the project.

The Custom House is a designated Boston Landmark and the
work proposed to the building must be reviewed and
aoproved oy the 3LC. The ^3"" State Street site has been
pe: ioned to beccm.e a landmark. "he commission has not
acted on the oetition as of this time but is requesting
that the oroject o^ooonent participate in the Accelerated
Design Review process, a voluntary orocedure developed to
orotect structures which have been petitioned but not yet
designated. The project oroponents should contact Michael
Cannizzo in this office for further infor'^ation regarding
the Acelerated Design Review orocess.

^inally. t' ^ oroject proponent should contact Steve
Pendrey, the City Archaeologist, regarding the assessment
of the project impacts on any archaeological resources in

India St!-eet.

.".".ank you for the opportunity to comment.

Sincerely, >-»

ctor —

>

L.MlDowney, Director
Environment Deoartm.ent

City of Boston

cc : Downey

3PA
BRA

-oo
;
••^22-"^
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